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Abstract

Since the end of the 1990s there has been an increasing interest in the application of AI
planning techniques to solve real-life problems. In addition to characteristics of aca-
demic problems, such as the need to reason about actions, real-life problems require
detailed knowledge elicitation, engineering, and management. A systematic design
process in which Knowledge and Requirements Engineering techniques and tools play
a fundamental role is necessary in such applications. Research on Knowledge En-
gineering for planning and scheduling has created tools and techniques to support the
design process of planning domain models. However, given the natural incompleteness
of the knowledge, practical experience in real applications such as space exploration
has shown that, even with a disciplined process of design, requirements from differ-
ent viewpoints (e.g. stakeholders, experts, users) still emerge after plan generation,
analysis and execution.

The central thesis of this dissertation is that an post-design analysis phase in the
development of AI planning applications leads to richer knowledge models and, con-
sequently, to high-performance and high-quality plans. In this dissertation, we inves-
tigate how hidden knowledge and requirements can be acquired and re-used during
a plan analysis phase that follows model design and how they affect planning per-
formance. We describe a post-design framework called postDAM that combines (1)
a knowledge engineering tool for requirements acquisition and plan evaluation, (2) a
virtual prototyping environment for the analysis and simulation of plans, (3) a database
system for storing plan evaluations, and (4) an ontological reasoning system for knowl-
edge re-use and discovery.

Our framework demonstrates that post-design analysis supports the discovery of
missing requirements and guides the model refinement cycle. We present three case
studies using benchmark domains and eight state-of-the-art planners. Our results demon-
strate that significant improvements in plan quality and an increase in planning speed of
up to three orders of magnitude can be achieved through a careful post-design process.
We also demonstrate that rationales captured during plan evaluations from users can
be useful and reusable in further plan evaluations and in new application designs. We
argue that such a post-design process is critical for deployment of planning technol-
ogy in real-world applications. To our knowledge, this is the first work that investigate
post-design analysis for AI planning applications.





Resumo

Desde o final da década de 1990 existe um interesse crescente na aplicação de técnicas
de planejamento automático em IA para resolver problemas reais de engenharia. Além
das caracterı́sticas dos problemas acadêmicos, tais como a necessidade de raciocinar
sobre as ações, problemas reais requerem elicitação, engenharia e gerenciamento detal-
hado do conhecimento do domı́nio. Para tais aplicações reais, um processo de design
sistemático é necessário onde as ferramentas de Engenharia do Conhecimento e de
Requisitons têm um papel fundamental. Esforços acadêmicos recentes na área da En-
genharia do Conhecimento em planejamento automático vêm desenvolvido ferramen-
tas e técnicas de apoio ao processo de design de modelos do conhecimento. Porém,
dada a natural incompletude do conhecimento, experiência prática em aplicações reais,
como por exemplo exploração do espaço, tem mostrado que, mesmo com um processo
disciplinado de design, requisitos de pontos de vista diferente (por exemplo, especial-
istas, usuários e patrocinadores) ainda surgirgem após a análise, geração e execução de
planos.

A tese central deste texto é que uma fase de análise de pós-design para o desen-
volvimento de applicações de planejamento em IA resulta em modelos do conheci-
mento mais ricos e, conseqüentemente, aumenta a qualidade dos planos gerados e a
performance dos planejadores automáticos. Neste texto, nós investigamos como os
conhecimentos e requisitos ocultos podem ser adquiridos e reutilizados durante a fase
de análise de plans (posterior ao design do modelo) e como estes conhecimentos afe-
tam o desempenho do processo de planejamento automático. O texto descreve um
framework de post-design chamado postDAM que combina (1) uma ferramenta de en-
genharia de conhecimento para a aquisição de requisitos e avaliação do plano, (2) um
ambiente de prototipagem virtual para a análise e simulação de planos, (3) um sistema
de banco de dados para armazenamento de avaliações de planos, e (4) um sistema de
racioncı́nio ontológico para o re-uso e descoberta de conhecimento sobre o domı́nio.

Com o framework postDAM demostramos que a análise de pós-design auxilia a
descoberta da requisitos ocultos e orienta o ciclo de refinamento do modelo. Este
trabalho apresenta três estudos de caso com domı́nios conhecidos na literatura e oito
planejadores do estado da arte. Nossos resultados demonstram que melhorias signi-
ficativas na qualidade do plano e um aumento na velocidade dos planejadores de até
três ordens de grandeza pode ser alcançada através de um processo disciplinado e
cuidadose de pós-design. Nós demonstramos também que rationales provenientes dos
usuários capturados durante as avaliações de planos podem ser úteis e reutilizáveis em
novas avaliações de plano e em novos projetos. Nós argumentamos que esse processo
de pós-design é fundamental para a implantação da tecnologia de planejamento au-
tomático em aplicações do mundo real. Até onde sabemos, este é o primeiro trabalho
que investiga a análise de pós-design em aplicações de planejamento automático da
IA.
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1

1 Introduction

The central thesis of this dissertation is that an post-design analysis phase in the de-

velopment of AI planning applications leads to richer knowledge models and, conse-

quently, to high-performance and high-quality plans. In this dissertation, we investi-

gate how hidden knowledge and requirements can be acquired and re-used during a

plan analysis phase that follows model design and how they affect planning perfor-

mance. We describe a post-design framework that combines a knowledge engineer-

ing tool, a virtual prototyping environment for the analysis and simulation of plans,

database technologies for storing plan evaluations, and an ontological reasoning sys-

tem for knowledge re-use and discovery.

Our framework demonstrates that post-design analysis supports the discovery of

missing requirements and guides the model refinement cycle. We present three case

studies using benchmark domains and eight state-of-the-art planners. Our results demon-

strate that significant improvements in plan quality and an increase in planning speed of

up to three orders of magnitude can be achieved through a careful post-design process.

We also demonstrate that evaluation rationales from users can be useful and reusable in

further plan evaluations and in new application designs. We argue that such a process

is critical for deployment of planning technology in real-world applications. To our

knowledge, this is the first work that investigate post-design analysis for AI planning

applications.

1.1 Motivations

Over the last decade, both research effort and industry interest have been directed to-

wards the application of AI Planning techniques to solve real-life problems. As a

result, it has become clear that the process of developing algorithms for synthesizing

plans forms only one part of the complex design life cycle of a real-world planning ap-

plication. Most of the problems identified as suitable to being solved with a planning

approach are characterized by a need for substantial knowledge management, reason-

ing about actions and a careful consideration of quality metrics and criteria. The design
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process of real applications must have a strong commitment to these prerequisites in

order to result in reliable, deployed planning systems.

Design decisions about knowledge modeling and planning algorithm development

drastically affect the quality of plans. From a planning technology perspective, in a

ceteris paribus scenario, factors such as the improper choice of planning techniques

and heuristics may lead to the generation of poor quality solutions. From a knowledge

engineering perspective, lack of knowledge, ill-defined requirements and inappropri-

ate definition of quality metrics, trade-offs, constraints and preferences can contribute

directly to malformed models and, consequently, to unsatisfactory plans, independent

of the planning algorithm. Traditionally, much of planning research has focused on the

former perspective, in which new algorithms are developed and tuned to obtain high

performance and better plans. Not much investigation has been done on the knowledge

engineering (KE) perspective, especially re-modeling and refining the domain model

and the planning problem based on observations and information that emerge during

the design process itself.

In plan analysis, rationales, hidden knowledge and requirements captured from

human feedback raise the need for a continuous re-modeling process. The capture

and use of such human-centered feedback is still an unexplored area in the knowledge

engineering for AI planning. Moreover, the extent of impact of such feedback and

re-modeling on the planning performance is unknown. To our knowledge, Such post-

design analysis has never been explicitly investigated in the AI planning field.

This dissertation is motivated by the need for a structured post-design analysis for

AI planning applications to cover issues and challenges that are not currently been

addressed in the literature and to understand the nature of knowledge that raise in such

phase of the design cycle. In this work, we focus on two important research challenges

encountered in the post-design analysis for planning: (1) how to organize, capture,

represent and re-use emerging human-centered feedback, observations and evaluation

rationales in order to feed the re-modeling cycle and consequently enhance the model;

and (2) what is the impact of the re-modeling iteration on the plan quality and planning

performance in the post-design.

1.2 Summary of Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

1. An overview of the existing knowledge engineering tools for planning under

the light of the phases of a hypothetical design process for real applications,
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especially post-design analysis.

2. The creation of a framework to support post-design analysis for planning. Such

framework integrates knowledge engineering tools, virtual prototyping environ-

ments, database technologies, and ontological reasoning systems.

3. Three case studies that demonstrate that improvements in plan quality, an in-

crease in solvability and a reduction of planning time of up to three orders of

magnitude can be achieved through a careful post-design process.

4. Post-design analysis is shown to be useful for for designing real planning ap-

plications. Specifically, it is essential for (1) acquiring hidden requirements, (2)

improving the quality of plans generated by automated planning, and (3) re-using

knowledge and rationales.

1.3 Overview of Dissertation

The chapters in this dissertation address the motivations described above. The structure

of the dissertation is outlined as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides the necessary background for the work presented in this

dissertation. We start by introducing the main concepts of Artificial Intelligence

Planning systems and the quality metrics used to measure the performance of

planning applications. Subsequently, an overview of the knowledge engineering

aspects for planning is presented. We focus on the design process of planning

applications, especially the post-design analysis, providing a survey of existing

tools and their role in each step of the process. We emphasize the existing chal-

lenges and needs of the post-design of real planning applications.

• Chapter 3 describes the proposed framework postDAM for supporting the post-

design process of planning applications. Such support includes the identification

of model inconsistency, discovery of hidden requirements, and the necessary

re-modeling phases that impact directly in the quality of generated plans. The

chapter presents the conceptual model of the framework and its implemented

components.

• Chapter 4 presents the empirical evaluation of the framework postDAM on three

benchmark planning domains including a comparison of planning performance

throughout the iteration of post-design analysis and the re-modeling cycle. We
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examine not only the impact of post-design on plan quality and planning perfor-

mance, but also the evaluation rationales emerged during experiments with the

postDAM.

• Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation by re-stating its main contributions and

suggesting some areas for future work.
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2 Literature Review

In this chapter we present a review of the literature related to the design process of

knowledge models for artificial intelligence planning applications. In the first sections,

the main concepts of automated planning and knowledge engineering for planning are

introduced. The core of the chapter examines the fundamental steps in the design

process of AI planning domain models considering techniques and methods that have

appeared in the research literature. We analyze design phases that have not been re-

ceived much attention in practical planning literature, especially the post-design phase.

A proposal to work with this final stage of design sill be presented in Chapter 3.

2.1 An Overview of Automated Planning

Planning is an abstract process of choosing and organizing actions by anticipating their

expected results. This process takes place when a planning problem is exposed, i.e,

when a set of goals and objectives must be achieved from a given initial situation. Find-

ing a sequence of actions that solve a planning problem does not depend exclusively

on the method or strategy to chose them, but fundamentally on the knowledge that one

might have about the domain, including how and why the available actions can be ap-

plied. Automated Planning is a sub-area of Artificial Intelligence that studies such

planning process in computational environments (GHALLAB; NAU; TRAVERSO,

2004).

Since its origin in the 70’s, research in Automated Planning has traditionally fo-

cused on the development of planning algorithms, called planners. Given a domain

knowledge description and a planning problem, these algorithms apply AI search and

inference techniques to reason about actions and generate solutions in the form of

plans, that is, a sequences of actions. Reasoning about actions constitutes an essential

component of intelligent behavior, and an essential part of intelligent and autonomous

computer systems (WILKINS, 1988).

The performance of planners is directly related to both the input knowledge (do-

main and problem specification) and the chosen planning technique. On one hand,
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the input knowledge requires good specification languages to capture all necessary

domain characteristics and requirements, as well as the right quality metrics. On the

other hand, planning techniques require high quality implementation and heuristics to

achieve a satisfactory use of the input domain knowledge and, consequently, a high

quality synthesis of plans.

During the first two decades, AI planning technology was restricted to small or

simple domains (‘toy’ problems) due to the available techniques and representation

languages. In the 90’s, the advances in planning technology allowed more complex

applications to be handled (GHALLAB; NAU; TRAVERSO, 2004) which motivated

the research community to establish the standard Planning Domain Definition Lan-

guage (PDDL) (MCDERMOTT, 2000) in 1998 as a starting point to unify planning

capabilities and representation needs. Both planning techniques advances and rep-

resentation language standardization opened new directions and opportunities to the

planning research field.

During the last decade, the development of more advanced techniques of auto-

mated planning has intensified, driven by several technological challenges encoun-

tered in real-world problems. Some studies have shown applications of great chal-

lenge for the planning systems, e.g., control of spacecraft and satellites (GHALLAB;

NAU; TRAVERSO, 2004; FRANK, 2008), control of instruments in space stations

(REDDY et al., 2008), navigation and movement of robots on Mars (GAINES et al.,

2006; JAIN et al., 2003), clinical decision support systems for oncology therapy plan-

ning (FDEZ-OLIVARES; CÓZAR; CASTILLO, 2009), advanced manufacturing (VA-

QUERO et al., 2006), control activities at oil terminals (SETTE et al., 2008), and oth-

ers. These applications have motivated not only the development of new planners, but

also subsequent extensions of the main representation language PDDL (e.g., numeric

fluents, metric optimization, durative-actions, timed-based elements, preferences, and

constraints).

Current literature on planning application shows an encouraging scenario for those

who need appropriate tools in real-world problems. However, there is a long way to

go before achieving reliable systems of automated planning. Currently, the major dif-

ficulties in studying these real problems are basically found in two main areas: (1) the

design process that includes knowledge acquisition, modeling, quality metric specifi-

cation, and analysis of the domain knowledge model; and (2) the development of high

performance algorithms for planners. Both aspects are extremely important to deploy

reliable planning systems able to generate plans with the desirable quality. Literature

shows the former is still in its infancy (MCCLUSKEY et al., 2003).
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2.2 Plan Quality Measurement

As described by PFLEEGER (1995), we do measure because we need to know about

an attribute, characteristic or feature of something that is important to us. A metric

is a mean for that understanding. It provides a standard unit to be used as a basis for

comparison among items or characteristic, making aspects of an artifact more visible.

In planning, metrics serve as a foundation for answering questions about the quality

of plans, the effectiveness of planning techniques or tools, the quality of the design

process, and the reliability of the system to deploy. Metrics allow design process par-

ticipants to establish a baseline for understanding and evaluating the nature of the so-

lutions (PFLEEGER, 1995). Moreover, by monitoring quality metrics we can explore

the effects of changes on all, or most important, aspects of the design, so that actions

can be taken as early as possible to control and improve the outcomes of a planning

system.

Choosing the right metric to serve as the quality measurement during design is

however far from being an easy task in planning applications, or in any engineering

application. In fact, the automated planning process itself become even more complex

when metrics are introduced (FOX; LONG, 2003). Historically, planning research

uses the plan length (number of actions in the plan) and/or the plan execution time

(makespan) as default metrics to measure the quality. For a long time, algorithms were

designed to minimize solely these metrics. In 2003, PDDL developers incorporated the

explicit representation of (parametrized) metrics and their optimization (maximization

or minimization). With such feature, planners can reason about specific characteristics

of the planning problem, creating a more elaborated means of distinguishing plans

during their generation. However, most of research on planning algorithm (including

recent work) still focus on the two basic metrics, plan length and makespan. The use

of other metrics are generally found on planning application research, especially those

applications that use domain-specific planning algorithms.

The following metrics are found as quality measure of plans in the AI planning

literature:

• Number of actions (or parallel actions) in the plan (plan length). This is the

traditional measure of plan quality in the AI planning research area. Plan length

provides a simple evaluation and it has been used as one of the main comparison

parameter in International Planning Competitions (IPC).

• Sum of actions’ weights (plan cost). This is also a traditional measure of plan

quality in the AI planning research area. In this measure each action has a
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weight. The sum of the weights of all actions in a plan gives the plan cost.

This metric is similar to plan length where the action cost is unitary.

• Numeric quantities/variables of the domain. They are defined within a do-

main and manipulated by actions and activities. The numeric variables must

be instrumented in the domain description to represent the desired plan metric.

They can be global or local resources for particular actions/activities, as well as

state variables. Since PDDL 2.1 (FOX; LONG, 2003) numeric quantities can be

expressed and used in a domain model to guide planners while generating a so-

lution. For example, total-fuel-used, traveled-distance, energy-level, number of

changes on a painting station (painting-changes) are possible numeric variables.

• Numeric expression. Expression that involves numeric quantities/variables de-

fined within a domain and manipulated by actions of such domain (FOX; LONG,

2003). For example, ’income - cost’ (profit), or ‘2*total-fuel-used + 4*energy-

level’ are possible numeric expressions.

• Domain variable change count. This metric measure the number of changes

occurring on a resource, property or state variable (RABIDEAU; ENGELHARDT;

CHIEN, 2000). For example, the number of power switches in one of the instru-

ments of a robot, or the number of times a truck visit a specific city.

• Preference on goals (soft goals). This metric can be parametrized by the num-

ber of violations of the preference goals (not achieving desired goals). It can

also be evaluated as 0 or 1 (0 meaning not satisfied and 1 satisfied). A good plan

is the one that satisfies as much as possible the preferred goals. This measure

was inserted in the PDDL 3.0 (GEREVINI; LONG, 2006) in which the reserved

word ‘is-violated’ is used to capture the number of violations of a preference

(‘is-violated <name-of-preference>’).

• Preference on intermediate state (soft constraints). This preference is a soft

constraint over the intermediate states (trajectory) of a plan. This metric can

also be parametrized by the number of violations of the preference constraint

or it can just be evaluated as 0 or 1 (0 meaning not satisfied and 1 satisfied). A

good plan is again the one that satisfies as much as possible the defined preferred

constraints. As in the preference on goals, the reserved word ‘is-violated’ is used

to capture the number of violation of the preference in PDDL 3.0 (GEREVINI;

LONG, 2006).

• Plan duration. This metric measures the plan execution time (makespan). Since

PDDL 2.1 (FOX; LONG, 2003) time can be expressed and can be measured by
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the reserved variable ‘total-time’. It has been also traditionally used on interna-

tional planning competitions.

• Timing of actions/activities. Plan quality can be measured by specific activities

start time, end time and duration. Temporal distance between a given activity

and other activity can also be used as metric. The temporal distance between an

order request and delivery (RABIDEAU; ENGELHARDT; CHIEN, 2000) is an

example of such quality metric.

• Timing of states. This metric refers to the duration of a particular state (RA-

BIDEAU; ENGELHARDT; CHIEN, 2000), the time a given state is reached or

left, and the temporal distance between certain states.

• Timing of domain variables. It is used to measure how long a domain variable

remains at a given value, a range or a set of values. It also can measure the start

time a given variable reaches a specified value, or the end time the variable has

no longer the specified value.

Some of above metrics can be used directly during the planning process, influ-

encing the behavior and performance of a planner, while others can just be applied to

evaluate plans (post-processing). In both cases, metrics can be used individually or

combined to construct an optimization function (weights are generally used to distin-

guish individual metric relevance). Such optimization function can represent plan cost

or award, depending on the interpretation.

The selection of quality metrics must be made wisely and carefully to avoid mis-

taken evaluation or undesirable behaviors of the planner. The importance of each

metric must also be defined wisely to make the decision process driven by the most

critical aspects; that would, for example, avoid diverting resources away from issues

and aspects that matter. As mentioned by HAUSER; KATZ (1998), choosing the right

metrics is critical to success, however, the road to good metrics is fraught with pit-

falls. A deep understanding of the domain requirements and goals, as well as the role

and expectation of users, experts, and stakeholders in the final system is fundamen-

tal to identify the effective criteria of quality. Such understanding is also part of the

knowledge acquisition in a design process.

2.3 Knowledge Engineering for Automated Planning

Originally, knowledge engineering for planning was seen as a special case of Knowledge-

based Systems (KBS), where the need for acquiring, modeling and managing knowl-
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edge at the conceptual level has long been accepted in the development of KBS method-

ologies (MCCLUSKEY et al., 2003). However, there are peculiarities of planning ap-

plications that clearly distinguish knowledge engineering for planning from general

knowledge-based systems, such as knowledge about actions and its proper acquisition

and modeling.

Over the last decade, both research effort and industry interest have been directed

towards the application of AI planning techniques to solve real-life problems. As a

result, it has become clear that the process of developing algorithms for synthesizing

plans is only one part of the complex design life cycle of a real-world planning appli-

cation. Most of the problems identified as suitable for being solved with a planning ap-

proach are characterized by the need of substantial knowledge management, reasoning

about actions and a careful consideration of qualified metrics and criteria. The design

process of real applications must have a strong commitment to these requirements in

order to become reliable and deployed planning systems.

Design decisions about knowledge modeling and planning algorithm development

drastically affect the quality of plans. From a planning technology perspective, in a

ceteris paribus scenario, factors such as the improper choice of planning techniques

and heuristics may lead to poor solutions. From a knowledge engineering perspective,

the lack of knowledge, the presence of ill-defined requirements and inappropriate def-

inition of quality metrics and preferences can contribute directly to malformed models

and, consequently, to unsatisfactory plans, regardless of the planning algorithm. Tra-

ditionally, much of planning research has focused on the former perspective, in which

new algorithms are developed and tuned to obtain high performance and better plans.

Not much investigation has been done on the knowledge engineering perspective, es-

pecially on missing knowledge or in the quality metrics of the models.

Requirements engineering (RE) and knowledge engineering (KE) principles have

become important to the success of the design and maintenance of real world planning

applications. While pure AI planning research focuses on developing reliable plan-

ners, KE focuses on the design process for creating reliable models of real domains

(MCCLUSKEY, 2002; VAQUERO et al., 2007). Research on KE includes the inves-

tigation of methods and representation languages to support phases of a design life

cycle such as knowledge acquisition, requirements specification, modeling, validation

& verification, planning technique selection, plan analysis, algorithm optimization,

model refinement, and knowledge maintenance (MCCLUSKEY, 2002; VAQUERO et

al., 2007). A well-structured life cycle to guide design increases the chances of build-

ing an appropriate planning application while reduces possible costs of fixing errors

in the future. A simple design life cycle is feasible for the development of a small
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prototype of systems, but fails to produce large, knowledge-intense applications that

are reliable and maintainable (STUDER; BENJAMINS; FENSEL, 1998).

2.4 Design Process of Planning Domain Models

While much of the mainstream of AI planning has focused on developing and improv-

ing planning techniques, for almost twenty years there existed some research on design

processes for planning that considers the special characteristics of this class of problem

in which the knowledge management is particularly important (ALLEN; HENDLER;

TATE, 1990; WILKINS, 1988). The integration of the planning algorithms with the

design processes is clearly a vital, strategic goal for planning research. Both lines of

work are essential if real-life application is the final objective.

Knowledge engineering for planning has not yet reached the maturity of other

traditional engineering areas (e.g. Software Engineering) to define a common sense

design process for planning applications. Nevertheless, research in planning literature

has shown some discussion about the needs and singularities of such design process

and life cycle (MCCLUSKEY et al., 2003; SIMPSON, 2007; VAQUERO et al., 2007).

Some of these initiatives introduce techniques, methods and tools to support designers

during the design life cycle.

In this section we examine existing research on knowledge engineering for plan-

ning in the light of an overall and hypothetical design process inherited from Soft-

ware Engineering and Design Engineering fields, combined with real planning domain

modeling experiences (VAQUERO et al., 2007). Such a hypothetical process follows

a partially ordered sequence of phases as shown in Figure 2.1. The baseline phases are

as follows:

1. Requirements Specification: the elicitation, analysis, and validation of require-

ments, potentially using a semi-formal approach and viewpoint analysis.

2. Knowledge Modeling: the abstraction, modeling and re-use of the domain def-

inition and the basic relationships within the planning problem.

3. Model Analysis: verification and validation of the domain model and the plan-

ning problem, as well as model enhancement.

4. Deploying Model to Planner: translation of the problem specification into a

communication language understood by automated planners.
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5. Plan Synthesis: interaction with one or more automated planning systems to

create potential solutions to the planning problem.

6. Plan Analysis and Post-Design: analysis of the generated plans according to

some metrics. New insights may be generated and added to the requirements as

part of the overall, iterative design process.

Figure 2.1: A general and hypothetical design process for planning applications

Designing a real planning application following a pure theoretical approach can

be often impractical and therefore research on real planning application has followed a

more practical approach: developing tools to support the design process. Most of work

found on KE for planning literature refers to tools that covers some of the above phases

of design. In what follows, we analyze these existing tools and how they fit in the de-

sign cycle while identifying contributions and insights that emerge from each phase.

In such analysis, we emphasize the characteristics of two of the most important gen-

eral tools for KE for planning: GIPO (SIMPSON, 2007) and itSIMPLE (VAQUERO

et al., 2007, 2011). GIPO is the pioneer tool for KE for planning that explicitly focus

on the challenges of building a planning domain model and itSIMPLE has focused

on a disciplined design process of real planning applications, such as the one shown

in 2.1. itSIMPLE integrates a set of languages and tools to support the cyclic design

process of a domain model, from a informal representation to a formal model. The KE

tool itSIMPLE is the winner of the 3rd International Competition on Knowledge En-

gineering for Planning and Scheduling (ICKEPS) and has been designed by the author

of this thesis. We also include other tools and methods that have been active on the

planning community, especially in KE research. For example we include general pur-

pose tools such as ModPlan (EDELKAMP; MEHLER, 2005) for modeling and anal-

ysis with PDDL, TIM (FOX; LONG, 1998; CRESSWELL; FOX; LONG, 2002) and
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DISCOPLAN (GEREVINI; SCHUBERT, 1998) for model analysis, VAL (HOWEY;

LONG; FOX, 2004) for plan validation, and a number of application-specific tools

such as JABBAH (GONZÁLEZ-FERRER; FERNÁNDEZ-OLIVARES; CASTILLO,

2009) for modeling and planning in business process.

2.4.1 Requirements Specification

It is well-known in the software and systems world that the lack of a requirements

phase can be a primary cause of difficulties in a project ranging from budget or sched-

ule overruns to outright failure. In real-life projects a clear identification and analysis

of requirements is a key issue to the success of the project.

Real-life projects also have distinctive classes of users, stakeholders whose view-

points (SOMMERVILLE; SAWYER, 1997) must be combined and made consistent

with the goals of the developer or designer. Therefore, a phase of requirement elici-

tation and analysis must not be missed. In the context of complex systems, the spec-

ifications are very unlikely to be provided at once, as components of the new system

and even some basic requirements may not be known in the initial phase. Therefore, a

requirements specification phase is generally divided in two steps:

1. knowledge acquisition or requirements elicitation.

2. analysis of the requirements to spot conflicts, omissions or misconceptions about

the interaction between the planning systems and its surrounding environment.

The two pioneer works on knowledge acquisition in planning were O-Plan (TATE;

DRABBLE; DALTON, 1996) and SIPE (MYERS; WILKINS, 1997). Both projects

have developed tools that help in the knowledge engineering process. Designed for

some specific applications, O-Plan introduced the “Common Process Method” while

SIPE introduced the Act Editor.

One of the first domain-independent tool in literature for supporting knowledge

acquisition is the Graphical Interface for Planning with Objects (GIPO). It has been

under development since 2001 with the aim of investigating and supporting the knowl-

edge engineering process in the building of applied AI planning systems (SIMPSON

et al., 2001). Knowledge acquisition is performed with visual interface that has been

designed to assist the user by taking care of syntax details in order to avoid syntacti-

cally ill-formed model specifications (SIMPSON et al., 2001). GIPO treats this phase

as a large knowledge acquisition process and does not distinguish non-functional re-

quirements from functional or operational aspects.
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A more recent domain-independent tool, called itSIMPLE (VAQUERO et al., 2007,

2009, 2011), focuses not only on the initial phases of a design process but also on the

design life cycle of planning applications. The tool provides an integrated environ-

ment that supports knowledge acquisition in its early stages. The work was one of the

first to introduce the principles of requirements engineering applied to AI planning.

itSIMPLE is more pragmatic with the use of a visual interface and goes directly to the

operational and functional aspects, as well as non-functional requirements, using ini-

tially a semi-formal representation based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML)

(OMG, 2001), the most commonly used language for requirements representation.

Because of its pragmatic approach, itSIMPLE is currently closer to users and

stakeholders while GIPO embodies more designer-oriented approach. The former en-

vironment goes directly to requirements analysis and validation while the latter en-

compasses all that in the knowledge analysis and representation in Object Centered

Language (OCL), a language created as part of the GIPO project to better capture the

semantics inherent in planning applications (SIMPSON et al., 2000). Therefore, no

external analysis is considered in GIPO while such analysis is an important feature

in itSIMPLE via Petri Nets techniques (SILVA; SANTOS, 2003). In summary, view-

point analysis and requirements engineering approaches are lacking in GIPO while a

sound manipulation for knowledge that are strong in GIPO are missing in itSIMPLE.

Certainly both are necessary.

Regarding domain-dependent tools, the work from BONASSO; BODDY (2010)

describes an ongoing project for eliciting planning information from the domain ex-

perts in order to support NASA operations personnel in planning and executing activi-

ties on the International Space Station (ISS). Aiming at the initial phase of the design,

this work introduces a tool for gathering procedural requirements in order to generate

actions in a standard planning languages that automated planners can use. Even though

the tool has a particular application, its method can be generalized to other domains.

2.4.2 Knowledge Modeling

No real-life system is truly isolated. Any planning system is embedded in a real do-

main: a myriad of “non-system” tools, objects, people, and processes with which it

must interact. It is necessary to have a model for this environment – and it is important

that this model be developed independently of the planning system (MCDERMOTT,

1981). The term model implies that we have a representation or a formalism that mir-

rors behaviors in the real domain. Such model representation must provide semantics,

implying that named elements within it correspond directly to named elements in the
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real domain (MCCLUSKEY, 2002). Moreover, since several planning problems could

be related to the same or similar domains, reusability is a key issue in real-life plan-

ning systems and is a fundamental part of the modeling process. It can speed up design

process by using well-tested model structures and elements from other successful ap-

plications.

GIPO utilizes the Object Centered Language (OCL) to model domain ontology,

objects and actions. GIPO’s GUI allows the use of diagrams to support users defining

such domain elements. For the domain ontology representation, GIPO (version IV)

provides an editor to create “Concept Diagrams” in the style of UML class diagrams to

define the kinds of objects and concepts, as well as their relationships. These diagrams

also provide the opportunity to define properties that are common to all object instances

of the various concepts (SIMPSON, 2007).

The Life History editor from GIPO allows user to draw state machines that de-

scribe the dynamics of an object class. It can be used to name the states that object

instances can occupy and to show the possible transitions between the states. In addi-

tion to the manual input of the action representation, users can be assisted by induction

techniques to aid the acquisition of detailed operator descriptions. The operator de-

scription assistant, called opmaker, requires as input an initial structural description of

the domain along with a training instance and a valid plan for that instance (SIMPSON,

2005).

itSIMPLE provides a tool-set and methods to support designers during domain

model creation through an object-oriented approach (VAQUERO et al., 2007, 2011).

itSIMPLE has been used by several researchers worldwide and, in practice, at some

companies (SETTE et al., 2008; UDO et al., 2008) for modeling planning applications.

Among many available specification languages, itSIMPLE uses the semi-formal lan-

guage UML (OMG, 2001), for the Elicitation and Analysis of Requirements, followed

by Knowledge Acquisition and Modeling processes. UML is a well-known diagram-

matic language commonly used in software engineering. Many engineers, working

in different application areas, are familiar with this representation. Modeling is made

through UML diagrams, from a high level of abstraction (such as use case diagrams)

to lower levels (e.g., class diagrams or state machine diagrams). The visual compo-

nents provided by UML can make the planning domain modeling process friendly

and can facilitate communication and analysis of requirements belonging to different

viewpoints (e.g., stakeholders, planning domain experts, users).

Classes, properties, relationships, and constraints are defined by using class dia-

grams which represent most of static characteristics of a domain. Operators’ parame-
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ters and durations are also specified in the class diagram. The dynamics of operators

(actions) are modeled by using UML state machine diagrams. These diagrams repre-

sent the states that a class object can enter during its life. One diagram is built for each

class that has dynamic features. An action’s pre- and post-conditions are defined by us-

ing a formal constraint language of UML, called Object Constraint Language (OCL –

a different “OCL” than used in GIPO) (OMG, 2003), as part of operator representation.

Planning problems are created by using object diagrams which represent snapshots of

a planning domain, most commonly the initial state and the goal state. Users can also

create preferences and constraints with object diagrams, for instance on the plan tra-

jectory, which can capture either desirable or undesirable situations (VAQUERO et al.,

2007).

ModPlan (EDELKAMP; MEHLER, 2005) is a planning workbench that provides

some knowledge acquisition and modeling functionalities. The tool uses PDDL (ver-

sion 2.2) as the base representation of the knowledge and it is aimed more at planning

experts than designers with domain knowledge. In GIPO and itSIMLE, PDDL is used

as a mean of communication with solvers rather than a central representation.

BOUILLET et al. (2007) describe an ongoing knowledge engineering and plan-

ning framework that supports designer during construction of planning domains and

problems based on OWL ontologies. In this work, the state of the world is represented

as a set of OWL facts, represented as an RDF graph, while actions are described as

RDF (Resource Description Framework) graph transformations. Planning goals are

described as RDF graph patterns. The framework allows the creation of planning do-

main through OWL ontologies extension in a collaborative manner. While the frame-

work has been applied towards composing workflows in stream processing systems, it

can be seen as a general tool and could, therefore, be applied in other planning domains

(BOUILLET et al., 2007).

Inspired by GIPO and itSIMPLE, VODRAZKA; CHRPA (2010) created a com-

pact modeling tool for planning as an attempt to simplify the model construction pro-

cess to non-planning experts. Unlike GIPO and itSIMPLE, the tool called VIZ is a

lightweight system which uses straightforward approach to model a planning domain.

VIZ provides a graphical user interface for description of planning domains and prob-

lems. The interface uses a collection of simple (non-standard) diagrams which can

be exported directly into PDDL. VIZ is a simple tool and can be used to model well

structured domains like STRIPS.

Besides the general purpose tools, as those considered above, there are also re-

search work on specific knowledge applications. For example, JABBAH (GONZÁLEZ-
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FERRER; FERNÁNDEZ-OLIVARES; CASTILLO, 2009) is a KE tool dedicated to

Business Process Modeling (BPM). This tool is able to support modeling and repre-

sentation of business process models in order to use planners to obtain action plans for

task management.

Regarding reusability, GIPO is the only tool that currently provides some support

for knowledge re-use in which the development of the action representation may in-

volve the use of common design patterns of planning domain structures (called “Generic

Types”). The framework from BOUILLET et al. (2007) provides a certain re-use capa-

bility by the general concept of ontology, but not as explicitly as GIPO. As mentioned

by BOUILLET et al. (2007), the use of OWL ontologies as a basis for modeling do-

mains allows the re-use of existing knowledge in the Semantic Web. Of course, re-use

and storage domain knowledge raises a number of issues such as when to create a new

reusable knowledge to avoid storing too many similar ones, or what is the impact on

planner performance for a reusable component. At the moment a considerable base of

cases does not exist and these problems have consequently not yet been demonstrated

to be feasible in practice.

Concerning quality metrics, none of the available tools in the knowledge engineer-

ing literature seems to provide an explicit acquisition and modeling of quality metric

to be considered during the planning process and plan evaluation.

2.4.3 Model Analysis

The definition of a suitable planning domain is strictly related to the possibility of

analyzing the model during the design phases. Contrasting features of the model be-

ing built and the acquired requirements become highly important in non-trivial plan-

ning applications. Model analysis encompasses verification, validation, knowledge en-

hancement and refinement of the entire model (MCCLUSKEY, 2002). Generally, the

analysis, performed manually, automatically or system-assisted, focuses on two main

aspects: the static and dynamic properties. Errors, inconsistencies and incoherences

found in such properties can save time and resources in posterior phases.

Static analysis essentially investigates whether the model is self-consistent. That

could range from simple syntax checkers and debuggers to cross-validation of different

parts of the model, particularly those models containing a set of diagrams or represen-

tation schemes. For example, static analysis can be applied to verify the definition of

types of objects, constraints, state definition, and other static model elements.

Dynamic analysis entails validating whether the behavior of modeled actions is
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consistent to what is expected from the intelligent system. That involves the examina-

tion of how actions interact with each other. Both static and dynamic analysis can be

made independently of the planner.

Most of real-life planning problems requires the investigation and enhancement

of specific knowledge, acquired during analysis, in order to achieve a reliable planner

performance and high plan quality. Some of this specific knowledge may take the form

of heuristics or domain control knowledge that can be used to guide planners in finding

an efficient plan. Moreover, knowledge enhancement may be concerned with the inclu-

sion of rationales in the specification process and documentation, which supports the

maintenance of complex projects. KLEIN (1993) explains how rationale are important

to engineering design projects for airplane parts. The combination of heuristics and

rationales can be critical for planner performance, valuable documentation, as well as

an easier maintenance and re-use.

Few methods and tools are available in the planning literature that can deal with

domain analysis. As described by MCCLUSKEY (2002), because AI planning has

been largely in the realm of research, many researchers in the past used nothing more

than basic syntax checkers in support of their model analysis process. However, this

approach is not sufficient and neither efficient in large models. Inspired by these large

applications, recent research has introduced more elaborated domain analysis tech-

niques.

GIPO (SIMPSON et al., 2001) checks local and global model consistency such

as object class hierarchy consistency, object state descriptions invariants satisfaction,

mutually consistency of predicate structures, and others. This static validation can

uncover many potential errors within a domain specification. In addition to static anal-

ysis, GIPO provides visual representation of dynamic behavior for analysis, a com-

bination of state-machine-like diagrams to show how objects of two or more concept

types coordinate their dynamic movements (SIMPSON, 2007). GIPO allows designers

to check the model against a set of problems by using a stepper. The stepper provides

the manual selection of actions state-by-state to verify their applicability and to vali-

date the dynamic part of domain model (SIMPSON, 2005). Knowledge discovery and

enhancement during domain analysis is not provides by GIPO.

itSIMPLE (VAQUERO et al., 2007) provides a rich graphical interface where dif-

ferent viewpoints can be used to validate or criticize a model. Users are supported

while creating coherent diagrams to avoid modeling mistakes. For example, snapshots

are created based on class diagrams and all constraints defined on them. The tool can

check each snapshot for coherence in order to avoid inconsistent states. For dynamic
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analysis, the environment uses Petri Nets (MURATA, 1989), a formal representation

for dynamic domain validation deploying visual and animated information of the en-

tire system based on the UML state machine diagrams. However, the approach with

Petri Net is not fully implemented and tested. There are some effort toward more pow-

erful analysis mechanism such as cross validation of diagrams that would check for

inconsistency or redundancy among different UML diagrams (GOMES et al., 2007).

itSIMPLE has no support for knowledge enhancement, trusting the requirement valida-

tion process to provide insight into improving the problem description and also, based

on the direct intervention of the designer, to provide heuristics to guide the planner.

In the literature there is a large variety of techniques for knowledge extraction

during domain analysis, but most of them are dependent of the planning system (MC-

CLUSKEY, 2002). The extraction of properties such as types, invariants, strategies,

heuristics, or subproblems can be a way to enhance models with essential informa-

tion to be used during the planning process. Systems such as TIM (FOX; LONG,

1998; CRESSWELL; FOX; LONG, 2002) and DISCOPLAN (GEREVINI; SCHU-

BERT, 1998) find types and state invariants while RSA (SCHOLZ, 1999) and RedOp

(HASLUM; JONSSON, 2000) find different types of constraints on which action se-

quences are necessary or relevant for solving a given problem. Moreover, the work

described in (FOX; LONG, 1999; CRAWFORD et al., 1996) introduces detection of

symmetry as additional knowledge to improve planners’ performance.

In all available tools in literature, rationales and the reasoning behind the modeling

and analysis activities are not clearly captured, a lack that may result in a great deal of

effort to find heuristics to enhance (or just enable) planner performance.

2.4.4 Deploying Model to Planner

Standard planners cannot directly parse any specification languages. Enabling them to

do so would require a large amount of effort which is, at best, peripheral to the interests

of the researchers, mainly directed to the implementation of AI planning algorithms.

Therefore, it is reasonable to develop a unified communication language embodying a

convergence of goals and computational effort.

At present, PDDL (FOX; LONG, 2003) works as such a language even though it

was not explicitly designed with that purpose in mind. Thus, existing tools and in-

tegrated environments should be able to translate specifications to a communication

language without any (or minimum) loss in the problem specification. The communi-

cation language must, therefore, have the same expressive power as the specification

language. Since expressiveness issues are not in the scope of this thesis, we do not go
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into that discussion.

Considering general purpose tools, GIPO, itSIMPLE and VIZ have sound and

efficient mechanisms to translate their respective front-end language to PDDL. GIPO

translates its OCL domain model to PDDL 2.2 (SIMPSON, 2007) while itSIMPLE

transfer the knowledge in UML to solver-ready PDDL model up to version 3.1 (the

latest version of PDDL) (VAQUERO; SILVA; BECK, 2010). VIZ translates simple

diagrams into a STRIPS-like PDDL model (VODRAZKA; CHRPA, 2010).

Regarding specific tools, JABBAH translates a business process model into a solver-

ready representation, in this case the Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) (GONZÁLEZ-

FERRER; FERNÁNDEZ-OLIVARES; CASTILLO, 2009). FERNÁNDEZ et al. (2009)

describe an approach to represent data-mining processes, using Predictive Model Markup

Language (PMML), in terms of automated planning and translate the data mining tasks

into PDDL. The tool PORSCE II (HATZI et al., 2009), while focusing on semantic de-

scription of web services, provides a translation process from OWL-S to PDDL to

make the domain available for planners.

2.4.5 Plan Development

In this phase, plans are produced by planning algorithms based on knowledge specified

and modeled in the domain model. This is where most research work on AI planning

are focused. However, instead of focusing on planning techniques (see (GHALLAB;

NAU; TRAVERSO, 2004) for details on techniques) we look at the research on KE

tools that give support and facilitate the use of planning algorithms, by an integrated

environment that support different planners - using distinct AI planning approaches -

and by including features to communicate and visualize the resulting plans.

The most significant work on this phase is itSIMPLE (VAQUERO et al., 2009;

VAQUERO; SILVA; BECK, 2010). As an integrated environment, itSIMPLE uses

PDDL to communicate automatically with solvers, including Metric-FF, FF, SGPlan,

MIPS-xxl, LPG-TD, LPG, hspsp, SATPlan, Plan-A, Blackbox, MaxPlan, LPRPG, and

Marvin (the tool also allows new planners to be easily added). This feature gives to

itSIMPLE a large flexibility to exploit recent advances in solver technology. Designers

can test different planning approaches over their model and identify the most promising

one. Other tools like GIPO, ModPlan, JABBAH and VIZ do not have such extensive

connection with planners.
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2.4.6 Plan Analysis and Post-Design

Because of the characteristic of models, it is likely that some problem instances, do-

mains, and models will be better suited to the one planning algorithm rather than

another. Furthermore, for complex problems, the lack of knowledge or ill-defined

requirements and metrics could propagate to specifications and from there to the prob-

lem submitted to the planner. Either of these scenarios (and others) may lead to the

generation of poor quality plans. Regardless, bad plans must be spotted and fixed.

Given the natural incompleteness of the knowledge, practical experience in real

applications such as space exploration (JÓNSSON, 2009) has shown that, even with a

disciplined process of design, requirements from different viewpoints (e.g. stakehold-

ers, experts, users) still emerge after plan generation and execution. For example, the

identification of unsatisfactory solutions (valid plans but undesirable from the users’

perspective) and unbalanced trade-offs among different quality metrics and criteria

(JÓNSSON, 2009; RABIDEAU; ENGELHARDT; CHIEN, 2000; CESTA et al., 2008)

indicates a lack of understanding of the requirements and preferences in the model.

These hidden requirements raise the need for iterative re-modeling and tuning pro-

cess. In some applications, finding an agreement or a pattern among emerging require-

ments is an arduous task (JÓNSSON, 2009), making re-modeling a non-trivial process.

Moreover, the lack of a structured process for acquiring these emerging knowledge can

lead re-modeling to wrong directions and prevent a proper judgment of resulting plans,

as well as their respective quality and tradeoffs.

A last fundamental step in the design cycle is the analysis of generated plans with

respect to the requirements and quality metrics. Plan analysis naturally leads to feed-

back and the discovery of hidden requirements for refining the model, giving conse-

quently the capacity of improving the quality of generated plans. We call ‘post-design

analysis’ the process performed after plan generation, in which we have a base model

and a set of planners to investigate the solutions generated by them. Such post-design

process requires approaches that ranges from simple plan validation and visualization

to a more sophisticated treatment based on metrics. Such a treatment should be able

to evaluate the plan and to relate defects to a set of requirements or even to a lack

of such requirements. What may be produced is a new insight and a need to change

requirements which can be used in the next design iteration.

AI planning research on plan analysis has developed tools and techniques mostly

for plan validation, plan visualization (e.g. diagrams and Gantt charts), animation, plan

querying and summarization. In (SMITH; HOLZMANN, 2005), formal verification is

used in order to check the existence of undesirable plans with respect to the domain
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model. The work from HOWEY; LONG; FOX (2004) introduces the system VAL, a

plan validation tool for PDDL that has been successfully used during the International

Planning Competition since 2002. VAL result from one of the most distinquished re-

search on plan validation for PDDL models. Given a input plan in PDDL syntax and

its respective domain model and problem, VAL validates actions’ execution while rec-

ognizing if the plan does not reach the specified goal or if it contains invalid sequence

of actions. VAL has recently been extended to capture most of PDDL features (up to

version 3.0) such as continuous effects, exogenous events and processes handling.

GIPO provides a simple plan visualizer (animator) to allow a graphical view of

successful plans. Recent publications (MCCLUSKEY; SIMPSON, 2006) describes

such visualization tool. In contrast with GIPO, itSIMPLE starts from basic visualiza-

tion and simulation of plans to a more sophisticated simulation interaction and analysis

of domain variable (VAQUERO et al., 2007). With a flexible interface to a large set

of planners, it is possible to analyze plans produced by different planning techniques.

The tool supports plan evaluation through a functionality called “Variable Tracking”,

which allows analysis based on variable observation or quality metrics displayed on

charts. The functionality called “Movie Maker” provides a simulation and a visualiza-

tion of plans through a sequence of UML object diagrams, snapshot-by-snapshot. A

minimal interaction with the simulator is allowed where new actions can be added or

removed to check different situations. The plan analysis tools provided by itSIMPLE

aim to help designer adjust models by observing plans being executed in diagrammatic

form. However, the use of these diagrams prevent the proper analysis of large-scale

problems.

ModPlan integrates VAL for plan validation (EDELKAMP; MEHLER, 2005) and,

for plan visualization, it includes the animation system Vega (HIPKE, 2000) allowing

a magnification to an arbitrary part of the plan. Gantt charts are plotted for tempo-

ral plans, in which a horizontal open oblong is drawn against each activity indicating

estimated duration. Plan animation is assisted by users and is provided for some bench-

mark domains. JABBAH, also shows output plans for business processes using Gantt

diagram (GONZÁLEZ-FERRER; FERNÁNDEZ-OLIVARES; CASTILLO, 2009).

The work from HAAS; HAVENS (2008) introduces a specific dynamic plan sim-

ulator for the Canadian CoastWatch project. CoastWatch is an oversubscribed dy-

namic multi-mode problem with unit resources and relies in the Search & Rescue

domain. CoastWatch datasets simulate a typical day for the Canadian Coast Guard,

where officers assign resources (planes, helicopters, ships) to execute several different

kinds of missions (rescue, patrol, transport). The dynamic simulator includes a visu-

alization tool which creates an animation of the planning and scheduling problem on
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GoogleEarthTM. The animation steps through the scheduling horizon and visualizes

the different entities in action. Such application-dependent simulator creates a good

communication channel between project participants.

Aiming at plans with rich sophistication and complexity, MYERS (2006) describe

a domain-independent framework for plan summarization and comparison that can

help a human user to understand both key strategic elements of an individual plan and

important differences among plans. The goal of such summarization and comparison

is to analyze the relative merits of various plan candidates before deciding on a final

option. The approach is grounded in a domain metatheory, which specifies important

semantic properties of tasks, actions, planning variables, and plans. This work defines

three capabilities grounded in the metatheoretic approach: (1) summarization of an in-

dividual plan, (2) comparison of pairs of plans, and (3) analysis of a collection of plans.

The approach has the benefit of framing summaries and comparisons in terms of high-

level semantic concepts, rather than low-level syntactic details of plan structures and

derivation processes. As reported by MYERS (2006), application of these capabilities

within a rich application domain facilitates user understandability of complex plans.

GIULIANO; JOHNSTON (2010) proposes a visualization tool for multi-objective

problems in space telescope control systems that help users while selecting schedules

to be executed. Such tool supports schedules analysis by keeping user objectives sep-

arated instead of combined to make trade-offs between competing objectives. The

analysis is done through charts and graphs to explore the different aspects of distinct

generated schedules. In a similar direction, CESTA et al. (2008) describe the Mr-

SPOCK system able also to validate schedules and illustrate trade-offs of space mis-

sion plans. These two works emphasize how important and difficult is to work with

different criteria coming from distinct groups in real problems.

Note that the main focus of works like MYERS (2006), CESTA et al. (2008) and

GIULIANO; JOHNSTON (2010) is on helping users to (1) better understand the un-

derlying properties of generated plans and schedules and (2) to select the most appro-

priated solutions to be executed. In fact, re-modeling, or the refinement cycle, seems

not be the main target for most of plan analysis tools in AI planning literature. In addi-

tion, acquiring valuable information during analysis process itself is not the main goal

either.

The above described researches have indeed created interesting tools and tech-

niques on plan analysis of planning domain models. However, none of the available

work has explored the effects of the missing knowledge and the re-modeling loop in

the planning process, i.e., the impact of these emerging hidden requirements in plan-
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ning performance and plan quality. The investigation of modern analysis techniques

such as simulation for planning is an emerging field in this direction. The use of pow-

erful visualization, simulation and iteration approaches, such as virtual prototyping

(CECIL; KANCHANAPIBOON, 2007), is indeed promising for planning application

and haven’t been explored. Virtual prototyping techniques have being largely used in

industry world wide, as they provide cross-functional evaluation at a lower cost, enable

engineers to consider costly mistakes and downstream issues earlier in the product de-

sign cycle, as well as facilitate better communication of product design issues among

engineers of varying backgrounds (CECIL; KANCHANAPIBOON, 2007). Connect-

ing AI planning with the literature on virtual prototyping would benefit from these

advantages.

Even though such modern visualization approaches have proven to be essential

during design process on others engineering areas, they can not assure that all miss-

ing knowledge will emerge, especially in real planning problems. Depending on the

size of the model and the number of objects involved, visual (2D or 3D) models can

be extremely hard to analyze or impractical, although necessary. Sometimes users’

feedback and rationales raised from visualization analysis are hard to understand and

compile; they are capture in pieces over time, making patterns hard to be identified.

Analyzing plans individually in such real cases will probably not correctly emphasize

the right hidden requirements and rationales; they must be capture, pieced together

and recognized. Therefore, plan analysis requires not only visualization and simula-

tion approaches for enhancing the re-modeling process, but also (1) proper mecha-

nism for plan qualities evaluation (considering metrics and preferences), (2) advanced

techniques and representation for reasoning about plans (that would consider a good

plan representation which is able to express more than the traditional pure sequence

of actions) and (3) methods for capture and evaluate rationales that emerge from plan

analysis on post-design. The support for all these aspects are essential to successfully

achieve and maintain high quality planning application.

2.5 Plan Representation for Reasoning

Traditionally, in AI planning research, a plan is described as a set of actions with

some organizational structure. This simple model of plan has not been designed to

be shared and communicated among humans and/or systems, to be justified, to be

reasoned, to support execution, or to be re-used. A plan in this traditional form cannot

be directly applied to a real scenario; it usually needs be to firstly treated and combined

with application-specific knowledge in order to be utilized, executed and monitored.
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Moreover, this view of plans neglects a lot of essential knowledge that is generated

during the planning process itself (WICKLER; POTTER; TATE, 2006) and during

plan analysis and post-design (VAQUERO; SILVA; BECK, 2010).

As mentioned by Tate (TATE, 1996a), a richer plan representation could provide

the following: a common basis for human and system communication about plans; a

shared model of what constitutes a plan; mechanisms for automatic manipulation and

analysis of plans; a target representation for reliable acquisition of plan information

and feedback; formal reasoning about plans and re-use mechanisms. Such a represen-

tation is often based on an ontology - a plan ontology - which explicitly specifies the

intended meanings of the terms being used, such as processes, activities, the constraints

over their occurrences, or the meaning of the planning problem itself (GRÜNINGER;

KOPENA, 2005).

Plan ontologies have been discussed sometimes in the planning community over

the last two decades; however, the research on their role and application in planning

and scheduling is recent and still emerging. In this period some research initiatives

showed interesting approaches towards a plan ontology reflecting experience in the AI

planning field.

In 1992, members of the the DARPA/Air Force Research Laboratory (Rome) Plan-

ning Initiative (ARPI) created the KRSL plan language (LEHRER, 1993). It did not

have the widespread impact desired since its structure was too rigid and the language

excluded much that was already being done within AI planning research. However,

it established a number of entities and terms necessary in a plan representation and,

therefore, it was an influence on subsequent work. In 1994, based on insights gained

over the years in the knowledge-sharing community in the US and Europe, an outline

plan model called KRSL-Plans (TATE, 1996b) was introduced. In such work, Tate

proposed an ontological structure for plans, along with their main elements (e.g. plan,

activity, sub-activity, agent, event, constraint, issue, pending-constraint, time, prefer-

ence, annotation), based on various international standardization efforts for process and

plan interchange; nevertheless, the proposed model was not brought to a conclusion in

that time.

Since 1995, there have been a number of works and initiatives to standardize ter-

minology in activity and plan representation and to apply the standards to planning

and scheduling. Some of these initiatives are the Process Specification Language

(PSL) ontology (SCHLENOFF; KNUTILLA; RAY, 1996; GRÜNINGER; MENZEL,

2003; GRÜNINGER; KOPENA, 2005), the Core Plan Representation (PEASE; CAR-

RICO, 1997), the Shared Planning and Activity Representation (SPAR) (TATE, 1998),
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PLANET ontology (GIL; BLYTHE, 2000), the constraint ontology <I-N-C-A> (TATE,

2003) (the successor of <I-N-OVA> (TATE, 1996a)), DDPO framework (GANGEMI

et al., 2004), and the ontological task formalism (RAJPATHAK; MOTTA, 2004).

These standards and research have involved academic, government and industry par-

ticipants. They have provide a foundation for plans to be shared (between human and

system agents), communicated, manipulated and used separately from the environ-

ments in which they were generated in several applications.

Literature on plan ontology in the AI planning community has focus on domain

representation and mostly on the reasoning aspects encountered during the planning

process itself (e.g., supporting the internal representation process performed by a plan-

ner). However, the reasoning aspects on the plan analysis and post-design (in which a

plan or a set of them is the subject of the reasoning) have not gained much attention.

The reasoning over information gathered during plan analysis and evaluation (such as

rationales) has not been explored.

2.6 Rationales in Planning

Design rationale is essentially the explicit recording of the issues, alternatives, trade-

offs, decisions and justifications that were relevant to the elements in the design. Ra-

tionale can be used in a number of ways in the design of an artifact:

• in design verification to check if the artifact/product reflects what the designers

and the users actually wanted.

• to explore and evaluate the various design alternatives discussed during the de-

sign process.

• to determine the changes that are necessary to modify a design.

• to facilitate better communication among people who are involved in the design

process.

• to assist the design decisions made during the design process.

• to re-use past experiences and to avoid the same mistakes made in the previous

design.

Requirements engineering research has already reported the importance of rationale-

based approaches; they have provided increase in quality and reduction in costly errors

that outweigh the costs of capturing rationales (RAMAESH; DHAR, 1994).
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Rationales have been recognized as an important type of information in the plan-

ning literature (WICKLER; POTTER; TATE, 2006). They have been investigated by

their influence in the life cycle of a plan, mostly on the plan generation phase. In such a

cycle, rationales can be acquired and used in the plan synthesis process, plan analysis,

evaluation, explanation, plan indexing and retrieval, failure recovery, and communica-

tion. Rationales have been considered an essential component of knowledge rich plans

(POLYANK; AUSTIN, 1998). Having such knowledge embedded in a plan not only

facilitates the planning process itself, but also makes it possible to analyze and re-use

such plans. This relevant knowledge is generally called plan rationales, term that is

not new in the planning literature. Plan rationales have been describes as the “why the

plan is the way it is”, and as “the reason as to why the planning decisions were taken”

(WILKINS, 1988; POLYANK; AUSTIN, 1998).

Most of work on plan rationales focus on capturing and using such an information

to improve the plan generation. The existing approaches of capturing plan rationales

are related to the identification of planning decisions made by the planners (e.g. ratio-

nales in the form of causality, dependency) that stem from the planning process itself

(planning trace); this planning decision are usually analyzed and re-used for making

further similar decisions. The usefulness of storing plan rationales to help future plan-

ning has been demonstrated by several types of case-based planners (remembering past

planning solutions and failures so they can be re-used and avoided). The case-based

approach proposes that each planning decision within a plan be annotated with a ratio-

nale for making that decision (an example of rationale added by a planner while taking

action A might be “it achieves goal g” or “A’s effects match an open condition of par-

tial plan p”). In these approaches, the idea behind storing these types of rationales is

that a previously-made and retrieved planning decision will only be applied in context

of the current planning problem if the rationales for it also holds in the current prob-

lem (UPAL; ELIO, 1999). The work (WICKLER; POTTER; TATE, 2006) describes a

recording process of rationales into a plan ontology in which a planner can record the

justifications for including components into the plan represented in the <I-N-C-A>

ontology within the framework called I-X.

Research on plan rationales has also focus on the learning and using such an in-

formation to produce control knowledge or plan-refinement strategy, which would, as

a result, improve the plan quality. A good review of plan rationales is provided in

(POLYANK; AUSTIN, 1998).

Design and decision rationales coming from people have received the least amount

of attention in the planning literature. For example, human-centric rationales emerg-

ing during plan analysis and evaluation has not been investigated and explored. Rich
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and essential information from people (critiques, feedback, observations, issues, con-

straints, preferences, alternative actions/path, hints, guidance, explanations to evalu-

ations) generally become available during plan analysis and evaluation in real world.

If properly treated and considered, such knowledge can impact directly on the plan

quality and also on the planning process itself.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a review of the literature on knowledge engineering for

planning considering a design process of planning domain models. We reviewed ex-

isting tools for supporting each phase of such design process, especially for the plan

analysis and post-design which drive re-modeling and refinement.

While literature shows powerful tools and frameworks for supporting the design

process, it not clear how quality metrics and hidden knowledge are captured and treated

in the process itself. It is not clear whether these aspects are indeed done, in particular,

during the post-design phase of real applications. As mentioned in this chapter, ill-

defined metrics prevent the proper evaluation of plans while neglecting the acquisition

and discovery of missing requirements during post-design can lead to constant unsat-

isfactory plan generation and mistaken re-modeling processes. The impact of post-

design analysis and re-modeling in the planning performance is practically unknown.

Furthermore, there seems to be no research on capturing and re-using rationales from

humans that emerge from plan analysis.

In the next chapter, we address these issues proposing the postDAM framework for

post-design analysis. The concept of the framework structures the post-design process

of planning applications to support the identification of missing requirements and the

proper evaluation of plans. It makes the acquisition of both quality metric and plan

evaluation rationales explicit in order to support plan analysis and the re-modeling

process. Modern simulation techniques and plan reasoning mechanisms are both used

to guide an interactive re-modeling and plan evaluation; they allow us to begin to

identify the impact of the post-design in planning applications.
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3 The postDAM Framework

As discussed in the previous chapter, a discipled design process does not guarantee a

complete and flawless model, even with the existing methods and tools available in

the AI community. Post-design can potentially raise essential hidden knowledge and

can impact directly on the final planning system. Therefore, the central theme that

underlies this dissertation is the development of a domain-independent framework to

structure the post-design process of knowledge models for a better understanding and

capture of missing requirements. The framework feeds the re-modeling process while

closing the design loop.

We have defined the conceptual model of such post-design framework, named

Post-Design Application Manager (postDAM), which is divided in three main layers

of analysis. These layers gradually capture hidden requirements and re-use evalua-

tion rationales. After presenting the overall concept of the framework, we introduce

the implemented components of postDAM. Such implementation integrates a knowl-

edge engineering tool, including a virtual prototyping environment and a module for

reasoning techniques.

3.1 The postDAM Concept

Given the challenge of capturing requirements from different sources during design

and the natural incompleteness of knowledge in complex planning applications, do-

main models might not reflect exactly the behavior expected by developers and stake-

holders. Besides the initial expectation reflected in the requirements, design actors tend

to learn and recognize their real needs during the development of the artifact. Incom-

pleteness can send most of the recognition process to the post-design, where a better

and practical view of the system is available. The Post-Design Application Manager

framework, postDAM, aims to support such essential phase of plan development.

The primary goal of postDAM is to structure the post-design process into a domain-

independent integrated environment while organizing the plan analysis to capture emerg-
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ing missing requirements. The post-design process was designed as a framework with

three layers of plan analysis, each requiting a different level of abstraction. As illus-

trated in Figure 3.1, the three layers are: the Short-term Plan Analysis , the Long-term

Plan Analysis , and the Cross-project Re-use Analysis . The abstraction level in these

layers ranges from single plan evaluation (for acquiring metrics and rationales and to

identify missing requirements) to the analysis of several cumulative plan evaluations

(to discover hidden knowledge and to a cross-domain re-use of rationales). Figure

3.1 illustrates layered analysis and their interaction to feed the re-modeling process,

closing the design loop.

Figure 3.1: The conceptual model of the postDAM framework

It is important to note that we do not aim to substitute the analysis made during

the initial design process (pre-design), but to complement knowledge acquisition pro-

cess enhancing the feedback provided by post-design. Therefore, this complementary

process is as important as those performed during model design.

In what follows, we describe the main goal and role of each proposed layer of

the framework. Moreover, we describe the techniques and tools envisaged in each

framework specially when they lead to the re-modeling cycle to increase plan quality.
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3.1.1 Short-term Plan Analysis

The first layer in the framework aims to analysis plans directly during development

phase. The goal of such initial layer is to detect malformed solutions and identify

inconsistent behavior, missing requirements and misinterpreted features that can be

clearly spotted by design actors. Each plan is analyzed individually in an attempt to

verify the overall coherence of the model environment and of the resulting plan. Figure

3.2 illustrates the short-term analysis process.

Figure 3.2: Short-term analysis in the postDAM framework

As the first step in this layer, plans must be validated to guarantee that they a so-

lution to the specified planning problem without violating any constraint or preference

defined in the domain model. Performing any analysis without checking plan validity

at first place is a waste of time and resources, and not very wise, in what concerns

real planning applications. If a plan is not a valid solution, it is necessary to revise the

model environment and the plan itself.

If a valid plan satisfy a incomplete problem specification, it does not mean that

it can be directly applied in real life. Its execution must be investigated seeking for

possible incoherence and unexpected characteristics. On the other hand, testing plan

execution in real word can be very costly, risky, and sometimes impossible. Thus, a

more elaborated plan analysis must take place. postDAM framework uses a Virtual

Prototyping (CECIL; KANCHANAPIBOON, 2007) approach for such analysis.

A virtual prototyping stage is included in the first layer as a powerful mechanism

for plan simulation, which can reveal incompleteness and omission in the problem

specification or in the model environment. As discussed in Chapter 2, the virtual

prototyping approach provides several advantages in system design (CECIL; KAN-

CHANAPIBOON, 2007).

The use of this visual technique for plan analysis in the framework is twofold.
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Firstly, it serves as a mimic of the real world in which the plan will be executed. The

execution can consider physical properties that illustrates the applicability of plans in

real scenarios. Properties such as coalitions, gravity, mass, inertia and others can be

verified. Second, the visual and sound effects provide an excellent mean of commu-

nication among design actors, such as domain experts, planning experts, stakeholders

and user. These effects can give experts and non-experts a clear view of the domain

model as well as an underlying planning strategy, as opposed to looking at plan traces.

Flaws and missing constraints, not detected during design (or specification), can be

spotted and discussed by visual inspection, which is the best metaphorical commu-

nication ever seen. Hypothetical examples of model inconsistency are: a robot tres-

passing solid corpses or sharp corner areas; a robot’s battery reaching undesirable or

unfeasible power levels; or a (prohibited) too-risky sequence of movements made by

an autonomous air vehicle. Generally all these misleading behavior leads to a revision

in the domain model. Besides the advantage in the model communication, a visual

approach enriches the understating and familiarization with design solutions and re-

sulting plans. Depending on the feedback provided during this analysis, early design

phases must also be revisited.

Other plan visualization and simulation techniques would also fit on this layer

of the framework (e.g., those discussed in the literature review). Similarly to virtual

prototyping, they serve as plan communication and plan analysis in the identification

of inconsistencies in the model. However, we do believe that virtual prototyping has

a powerful communicative aspect which is the visual interaction. However, creating

virtual prototypes demands time and it is also resource consuming, especially if ap-

plied to large and complex systems, but its advantages in design support and decisions

pay off, as seen in many real engineering problems (CECIL; KANCHANAPIBOON,

2007). In addition, not all planning applications can be represented in visualization

environments. For example, clinical decision support systems for oncology therapy

planning (FDEZ-OLIVARES; CÓZAR; CASTILLO, 2009) do not have a clear virtual

representation to support analysis. For these cases, system modeling is the key issue.

The short-term layer and the re-modeling cycle are executed as many time as nec-

essary. The cycle stops when there exists a minimal degree of acceptance (validation)

from the design actors perspective and when changes in the model do not make any

impact on the generated plans. Therefore, after the short-term analysis the generated

plans are considered valid, satisfying the goals and constraints specified in the model

and having no inconsistency or flaw.

In order to support the process described in Figure 3.2, the postDAM frame-

work conceptually integrates a knowledge engineering tool for the modeling and re-
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modeling processes as well as a virtual prototyping environment. The former must

provide a structured and disciplined design process while the later must have a rich

simulation environment that allows more adherece to the real domain. In this work,

we focus on domain-independent tools that are able to represent and model a variety

of planning applications.

3.1.2 Long-term Plan Analysis

In real planning applications, distinct valid plans can solve the same given planning

problem; however, they might have different qualities and strategies. In some applica-

tions (such as space exploration (CESTA et al., 2008)) there are a number of criteria to

evaluate a plan and complex trade-offs to be balanced. As discussed in Chapter 2, the

definition of quality metric must be made wisely and carefully in AI planning prob-

lems. The use of the appropriated quality metrics and the consideration of evaluation

rationales are essential to the selection of a subset of valid plans that are reliable for

execution. In real applications, trade-offs of selected plans must be well-known and

acknowledged.

The second layer of the postDAM framework aims to support plan evaluation and

model refinement based on a set of specified metrics. Plan evaluation involves the

analysis of quality metrics values, plan classification, and rationales acquisition. The

successive plan evaluations gathered in the long-term can provide important informa-

tion that can be pieced together, accessed and explored. This information is the base

for discovering hidden requirements, constrains, preferences and uncovering the real

intentions of design actors (knowledge that was not identified during the virtual pro-

totyping phase). Such discoveries feed the model refinement cycle. Differently from

the first layer, the model refinement envisaged in this long-term analysis focuses on en-

hancing the plan quality as opposed to plan validity. Figure 3.3 illustrates the long-term

plan analysis process proposed in the framework.

As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the first step in the layer refers to an initial plan evalua-

tion based on a specified set of parameterized quality metrics. In this initial evaluation

the goal is to analyze the values of each metric, its respective weight (representing the

importance among other metrics) and to provide a classification for each one of them

(e.g., a satisfiability level ranging from bad to good, 0 to 1).

Depending on the specification and experts’ familiarization with the domain, it is

possible that some of the metrics might have predefined classification functions that

map metric values to classification ranges, or scores. The work from (RABIDEAU;

ENGELHARDT; CHIEN, 2000) describes an interesting approach for representing
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Figure 3.3: Long-term analysis in the postDAM framework

predefined metric classification functions in which each metric is attached to a pref-

erence function that maps variable (final) values to scores in the interval [0,1] (0 =

unsatisfactory, 1 = satisfactory). This approach is used as a reference in the framework

for representing predefined classification of quality metrics. If such predefined metric

classification is available (for instance through a KE tool), the initial evaluation of the

metrics can be made automatically, as well as the plan evaluation as a whole. How-

ever, in most of real case scenarios these predefined metrics functions are unknown.

In fact, the complete set of necessary quality metrics might be unknown in advance.

That requires design participants to communicate and discuss the main aspects of their

planning problem solutions during plan analysis.

As a second step, the framework introduces the process of acquiring plan met-

rics, plan classification and plan evaluation rationales. Since the set of quality metrics

might be incomplete, users can specified new ones based on their impression during

the initial plan evaluation. Based on individual metric classification and on the overall

characteristics of the plan, design actors provide the final plan classification by using,

for example, the interval [0,1] (0 = unsatisfactory, 1 = satisfactory). Both metric and

plan classification are made in an interactively with users.

Besides plan classification, the framework aims to acquire human-centric evalua-

tion rationales. Differently from existing work on rationales in planning, we focus on

acquiring human-centric rationales that emerge from user’s feedback, observations and

justifications during plan evaluation. Based on general and individual criteria, interest,

felling and expectation, the rationales from plan evaluation bring explanation and justi-

fications to why a plan was classified into a specific quality level (good/satisfactory or

bad/unsatisfactory). Therefore, we extend here the concept of plan rationales described
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in planning literature with rationales that encompass “why certain plan element does

not or does satisfy a criterion” or “why certain plan does not or does satisfy a prefer-

ence”. Moreover, these rationales could explain “why a certain metric does not or does

satisfy a given criteria” and “what is the effect of that in plan quality” (e.g., it decrease

or increase the quality). We call this explanations plan evaluation rationales, a subset

of the plan rationales.

As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the acquired plan evaluation rationales are checked to

guarantee correctness and applicability to the plan been evaluated. Valid rationales are

attached/annotated to the plan. Once analyzed and evaluated, the plan is then stored in

a database of the postDAM framework, called Plan Analysis Database.

The Plan Analysis Database is an essential component of the postDAM frame-

work and, in particular, of the long-term layer. The first main role of such database

is to support the reuse of rationales in each initial plan evaluation, i.e., the framework

is responsible for accessing the database and looking up for rationales that can be ap-

plied. For example, if a previously analyzed plan in the database was annotated with a

given rationale that refers to a bad sequence of actions and if the plan currently being

analyzed has the same bad sequence, such rationale can be reused to justify an initial

classification during the evaluation.

Another role of the database is to support knowledge discovery in the long-term

scenario. In the right side of Figure 3.3, we have split the exploration of the analysis

data into two processes. The upper process refers to the manual access to the database

and discovery of hidden requirements, preferences and constraints. The lower process

refers to the automatic reasoning about plan evaluations and discovery (or extraction)

of the hidden knowledge. Both processes address knowledge that impact directly in

the quality of plans.

The manual process includes the access of the database to explore and study the

information available from several plan analysis. A proper interface for accessing the

data is required. By investigating and comparing different plans, classifications, and

rationales, designers can perform modification to the model as they better understand

actors’ preferences, justifications and the correlations between plan’s properties and

classifications.

Since manual identification of hidden requirements can be time consuming (but

sometimes very efficient), an automatic process for knowledge extraction and model

adjustment suggestion becomes necessary. The postDAM conceptually includes such

automatic process which can include specially designed algorithms and AI techniques.

We do not get into the discussion of any algorithm or technique in this section (some
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examples are given in further sections). Nevertheless, the input and output must be

made clear. The input is a set of evaluated plans (along with their respective classifi-

cation and rationales) and, if necessary, domain and problem description. The output

is a set of model modification suggestions to be analyzed by designers (e.g., a new

precondition, post-condition, constraint, preference, metric, or action).

In order to support the process described in Figure 3.3, the postDAM framework

conceptually integrates the following: (1) a knowledge engineering tool for plan evalu-

ation (including metric acquisition, specification and classification), rationale acquisi-

tion, and manual discovery of hidden requirements; (2) a database for storing analyzed

plans; and (3) AI algorithms and techniques for reasoning about plan evaluations and

discovering model refinement. Besides this elements, it is necessary to considered a

good representation language that would capture plan structures, metrics, classifica-

tion and rationales. According to (POLYANK; AUSTIN, 1998), the most reasonable

approach would be to consider new and existing extensions of Plan Ontologies. In this

work, we propose the use of an ontology-based representation of plans and rationales

to allow reasoning about plan evaluations. Such ontology is an extension of existing

plan ontologies that is able to support post-design analysis.

3.1.3 Cross-project Re-use Analysis

The two previous layers were designed to embed a particular domain model with sev-

eral analysis criteria and experiences. However, the experience gained in the design

of one application can be applied in others with similar properties. The cross-project

layer aims to abstract some of the experience gathered in the short and long-term anal-

ysis and make them available and reusable in the design of new planning applications.

In this section, we focus on the reuse of quality metrics, plan evaluation rationales

and discovery knowledge. They are our main reusable experiences during post-design.

Nevertheless, the reuse of such plan analysis experience requires a structured approach.

Reusing past experience during design has long been used by other engineering

areas, such as Software Engineering. The term design pattern is commonly used to

refer to elements of reusable software. A design pattern is a general, reusable solution

to a commonly occurring problem. They have been successfully used in software

engineering to speed up design, improve quality, reduce cost, and decrease problem

fixing issues (GAMMA et al., 1995).

Even though research on design pattern for AI Planning and Scheduling is scarce,

studies like (LONG; FOX, 2000; SIMPSON et al., 2002) have shown that reusable el-

ements can indeed be useful. Initial work on design patterns for Planning and Schedul-
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ing focuses on enhancing automated planners to produce plans faster through recog-

nition of common patterns and the use of specialized heuristics (LONG; FOX, 2000;

CLARK, 2001). The only work that focuses on the advantages of reusable knowledge

during the design process is (SIMPSON et al., 2002). The most significant existing

design patterns are: transportation encapsulating the behavior of mobile objects that

traverse a network of locations (e.g., logistics problems) (LONG; FOX, 2000); con-

struction representing the behavior of objects that are built from other objects (e.g.,

assembly problems) (CLARK, 2001); and bistate referring to the behavior of on-off

switches (SIMPSON et al., 2002). The existing design patterns are still narrowed to

classical problems, but this topic has great potential to evolve with new planning tech-

nologies.

Since design patterns already provides a structured foundation for reusing past

experience, in the cross-project reuse analysis layer we focus on enhancing the patterns

for planning with the knowledge gathered in previous plan evaluations performed in

the short and long-term layers. Figure 3.4 illustrates the process proposed in the layer.

Figure 3.4: Cross-project re-use analysis in the postDAM framework

The main components of the layer described in Figure 3.4 are the Plan Analysis

Database and the Planning Design Patterns Database. The former stores specific

experiences acquired in plan evaluations cycles (in different domains), whereas the

later stores general encapsulated, reusable model elements for planning problems.

The first step represented in Figure 3.4 aims to generalize specific knowledge

found in the plan analysis database and enrich the elements in the design patterns
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database. In this work we focus on making rationales and discovered knowledge avail-

able and updated in design patterns. A matching process between design patterns and

the existing knowledge from the plan analysis database is required. Conceptually,

when a pattern is recognized in a particular domain model that have its plan analysis

stored in the plan analysis database, the rationales, metrics and model modification

referring to that particular pattern can be analyzed and transfered to the design pat-

terns database. Since the plan analysis database can be highly dynamic (new data

being stored in each analysis) an update cycle is necessary to filter new experiences

and maintain the design patterns database. The techniques and methods for recogniz-

ing and updating design patterns is not in the scope of this thesis. However, ontology

matching techniques could be useful in such process.

When a new design takes place for a planning application, existing patterns can

potentially be used and explored. The framework is responsible for providing a design

pattern catalog during the modeling phase. When designers import a selected pattern,

all information can be re-used (e.g., quality metrics, preferences, additional constraints,

and evaluation rationales). Design patterns might also be applied in existing models.

In these cases, the framework is also responsible for identifying existing patterns in the

model, matching the available knowledge and bringing the attached experience, if it is

not yet explicitly specified in the model.

In order to support the process described in Figure 3.4, the postDAM framework

conceptually integrates the following: (1) a knowledge engineering tool for perform-

ing the update cycle on the planning design patterns database and for providing such

patterns during application design; (2) a database of design patterns; and (3) mech-

anisms and techniques for recognizing and matching model components. Note that

it is necessary to consider formalisms and languages for representing and reasoning

about design models. The KE tool has an important role to provide the right reusable

information at the correct phase of the design.

3.2 The Framework

In this section we present the implemented components of the postDAM framework.

This thesis does not cover all three layers of plan analysis and knowledge reuse. We

focus on the short and long-term analysis described above while the third layer is left

for future work.

The implemented framework, a post-design tool for AI planning, integrates an

open-source KE tool, an open-source 3D content creation for virtual prototyping, an
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ontology-based reasoning system, and database technologies. The core of this integra-

tion is the KE tool, which in this work is the itSIMPLE (VAQUERO et al., 2009, 2011).

As pinpointed in previous sections, the KE tool has an important role in every layer

of the framework; it supports a great number of human interaction, from metric and

rationales acquisition to knowledge discovery and re-modeling. We present a series of

extensions of itSIMPLE to fulfill such role, as well as how it integrates to the other

systems and tools available in the postDAM.

In what follows, we introduce the available features of postDAM. We start with

an essential process of the system, the acquisition of quality metric; this process is the

foundation for most plan evaluations and analysis performed in the framework.

3.2.1 Quality Metric Acquisition

The acquisition of quality metrics and criteria occurs during domain specification and

modeling, before any plan analysis. One of the extended functionalities developed in

itSIMPLE supports the definition of plan quality metrics and criteria acquisition. The

main objective of this functionality is to capture domain metrics and criteria from users

and to use them to evaluate and compare plans. This feature aims to help the designer

identify and explore their own metrics and their preferences on the metric values.

In order to capture metrics and criteria, itSIMPLE provides an interface in which

users specify and select the variables that correspond to key parameters for measuring

the quality of plans. As discussed in Chapter 2, different types of metrics might exist.

Although all of them could be used in the current framework, in this thesis we focus

on some of them. itSIMPLE was implemented to support certain metric specifications

such as action counter (plan length), plan cost, numeric quantities or variables, and

numeric expression. Therefore, metrics can be, for instance, a variable of the domain

(e.g., travel-distance or total-fuel-use), or the plan length or an action counter (e.g.,

how many times action move appears in the plan), or an linear function involving sev-

eral domain variables. These metrics can be maximized or minimized by planners or

just observed by users.

Each one of the specified metrics can have a predefined classification function f (x)

that maps variable values x to scores in the interval [0,1] (where 0 is unsatisfactory and

1 is satisfactory), giving the preferential values of the metrics. The definition of met-

rics implemented in itSIMPLE was inspired by the work introduced in (RABIDEAU;

ENGELHARDT; CHIEN, 2000). Such work describe an algorithm for incrementally

improving the quality of feasible plans with respect to a set of predefined functions.

Unlike (RABIDEAU; ENGELHARDT; CHIEN, 2000), we focus on the acquisition
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of these classification functions whereas improvement on plan quality is achieved as a

consequence of domain model adjustment (not plan modification). In fact, in most of

real situations these predefined function are not available; however, they become clear

as design participants get familiar with the domain model and the plans.

In addition to predefined classification functions, each metric receives a weight

that represents its importance among others (which might change during plan analysis).

Figure 3.5 illustrates the first panel of the interface used for inputing metrics. In such

panel, designers can select the desired type of metric such as action-counter, variable,

or expression.

Figure 3.5: Base panel for acquiring metrics in itSIMPLE

Figure 3.6 shows the different panels that can be utilized to identify the metric.

It is worth to mention that action counter has a more broader concept than the one

commonly seen in planning literature. In this work we considered not only the plan

length, but the number of times a specific action occurs. Moreover, we consider action

counters with specific parameter; for instance, it is allowed to specify metrics that

measure “how many times a particular robot performs action move from location A to

B”.

Figure 3.7 illustrates how users can insert classification functions in itSIMPLE.

Intervals of metrics’ preferential values might be defined by any function f (x).

In this work we also considered the level of abstraction of a given quality metric,

i.e., the scope in which the metric is applicable. Some metrics can only be applied

for specific planning problems or situations (e.g. number of times a robot reaches

a specific location), while others can be used in all planning problems from a given

domain (e.g., total-fuel-used in a logistic domain). Moreover, there are certain metrics
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Figure 3.6: The types of metrics acquired in itSIMPLE

Figure 3.7: Acquisition of preferential values of metrics in itSIMPLE (classification
function)

that can be applied to all planning domains (such as plan length)1. This distinction is

made in this work, and it is implemented in itSIMPLE (users can explicitly identify

the scope of each metric).

The acquired metrics, along with their respective classification functions, weight

and scope, are used to evaluate the plans produced by planners.

3.2.2 Checking Plan Validity

Plan validation is the first plan analysis step in the short-term process of postDAM.

We have integrated the system VAL (HOWEY; LONG; FOX, 2004) with itSIMPLE

1The preferential metric values may vary depending on the scope in which the metric is used
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to allow users to perform validation right after a plan is synthesized by any planner

available in the KE tool. In such integration, itSIMPLE is responsible for sending

the domain model, the problem instance and the plan to the system VAL for validation.

Since VAL only accepts PDDL models as input, itSIMPLE automatically translates the

UML model of the planning domain and problem instance into a PDDL representation

(more details about the translation process are found in (VAQUERO et al., 2009)). In

fact, itSIMPLE already does such translation when it communicates with automated

planners.

VAL’s output is interpreted by the KE tool itSIMPLE which records such infor-

mation and expose a report to the user. Recording the validity of the plan is essential

to track the analysis processes performed in a given plan. In itSIMPLE, the plan,

including the plan validation result, is stored in a XML file with tagged information

that allows easy manipulation and sharing among plan analysis processes. If a plan

is identified as invalid, users must review the model and the chosen planning system.

Problems may exist in both the model and the planner. Figure 3.8 shows an example

of itSIMPLE’s GUI exposing the report of plan validation. In this figure, the bottom

left green button triggers the plan validation process with VAL; however, it can be set

up to be triggered automatically after any plan generation.

Figure 3.8: Plan Validation with VAL and itSIMPLE

itSIMPLE allows users to export and import the validated plan in order to share it

with design participants. Furthermore, the same way as itSIMPLE can communicate

with several planners, it can also communicate with other plan validation systems. We
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have designed an interface for adding and using new validators, especially those that

do not have GUI such as VAL.

3.2.3 Virtual Prototyping of Plans

As part of the short-term plan analysis, this project focuses on combining KE tools for

planning with virtual prototyping. We have developed the integration between itSIM-

PLE and the 3D content creation environment called Blender2. The former is a robust

design system dedicated to AI planning in which a set of languages and validation en-

gines are used to create domain models in a disciplined design process (VAQUERO et

al., 2009). The latter is an open source tool, widely used for creating games and ani-

mations. Blender provides several mechanisms for the definition and simulation of 3D

elements, including their physical properties (such as mass, collision, gravity, inertia,

velocity, strength, and sound effects), to mimic some real world characteristics. Figure

3.9 illustrates the 3D modeling environment available in Blender.

Figure 3.9: An illustrative Blender’s user interface for 3D modeling and animation.
Picture extracted from the official website of Blender

The integration of these tools aims to close the design loop in the short-term, from

requirements acquisition to plan analysis in the post-design. In this loop, itSIMPLE

is responsible for supporting users during design and re-design of the models while

Blender, properly integrated with the KE tool, encompasses the simulation of plans

2Blender, available at www.blender.org
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provided by planners. During simulation, the designer can analyze and evaluate differ-

ent solutions while contrasting them with their expectations. Different viewpoints can

communicate during 3D visualization in order to validate and adjust the model based

on their impressions. Figure 3.10 illustrates this iterative refinement process.

Figure 3.10: The post-design framework for virtual prototyping

In order to provide an integrated design iteration, a communication channel be-

tween itSIMPLE and Blender was developed in which data is sent from the KE tool

to the 3D environment. Such integration is illustrated in Figure 3.11. The data sent

by itSIMPLE consist of the domain model, the problem instance and the plan to be

executed (all in an XML representation (VAQUERO et al., 2009)). Since users can run

several state-of-the-art planner from the itSIMPLE’s GUI, the generated plans are sent

directly to the 3D simulator.

Blender reads the data from itSIMPLE using a script (encoded in Python) and

generates a virtual prototype of the model based on a predefined library of graphical

objects and their physics. These objects are designed in such a way that they can per-

form and react to the actions defined in the model from itSIMPLE (the behavior of all

objects is also encoded in Python - programming language used in the Blender’s en-

vironment to control 3D elements). The Blender application reads the main elements

of the domain and problem instance such as classes of objects, the objects and their

properties, and additional information regarding the graphical position of the elements

that has been stated by the user. Classes are used to identify the necessary graphical el-

ements from the predefined library, while objects, properties and location information

are used to instantiate and initiate the graphical elements in the initial scene. All the
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Figure 3.11: Communication schema between itSIMPLE and Blender

elements in the problem instance definition are found in the 3D representation. Hav-

ing the initial state established in the 3D scene, the plan provided by a planner is then

simulated (assuming that plan actions are deterministic).

In the simulation, actions are sent to each involved object, step-by-step, by an

special centralized element called director, or commander. The director was designed

to be responsible for reading the plan file and synchronizing the actions performed

by the objects in the 3D environment. The simulation allows the execution of total-

ordered and partial-ordered plans. In both cases, especially in partial-ordered plans,

the director guarantees the synchronism of the execution. Each object is implemented

to act based on the instructions that it is given.

In each step of the simulation, the values of the metrics are stored to provide a

clear view of their changes over the plan. At the end of simulation, users can analyze

(if necessary) the values of each metric and their evolution through charts in a HTML

plan report.

3.2.4 Initial Plan Evaluation

Since itSIMPLE has an integrated plan development process (in which several planners

can be utilized), we have extended such KE tool for providing an initial plan evaluation

based on the specified metrics, their respective predefined classification functions and

weights.
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The evaluation process starts with a background simulation of the plan based on the

UML model designed in itSIMPLE. The tool generates a sequence of snapshots (object

diagrams) in order to capture the evolution of each metric’ value, from the initial state

to the goal state. With such collected data, itSIMPLE performs the evaluation of each

individual metric. The predefined classification functions are used to determine the

metric score. The value utilized as the x of the classification function f (x) is the one

found in the goal state, the last snapshot; this is the metric’s reference value. As

described in previous sections, the score is in the interval [0,1]. When predefined

functions are not available, score 1 is assigned by default.

The individual evaluation of metrics allows the calculation of the initial plan clas-

sification. itSIMPLE uses the following equation to compute the quality (score) of a

given plan:

Qm =
∑

n
i=1 sm

i ·wm
i

∑
n
i=1 wm

i
(3.1)

Where:

• m is the index of a plan π;

• n is the total amount of criteria for plan πm;

• sm
i is the score given to the metric i of plan πm (si is in the interval [0,1]);

• wm
i is the weight given to the metric i of plan πm.

As we can see in equation 3.1, the plan quality is reduced to the average of indi-

vidual metrics scores if unitary weights are used only. Another important measure of

plan quality is the plan cost (or reward) which is calculated by itSIMPLE as follows:

Cm =
n

∑
i=1

sm
i ·wm

i (3.2)

Figure 3.12 illustrates the output format of metrics’ evaluations and the resulting

plan classification implemented in this work.

The initial plan evaluation is shown to the users through itSIMPLE’s interface.

After the evaluation process is triggered and finalized, itSIMPLE presents a summary

of the plan evaluation. Figure 3.13 shows how the tool provides such information.

Besides the summary, itSIMPLE is able to generate a full HTML report of the

evaluation (called Plan Report). This report contains the following information: iden-

tification of the planning problem and the planner that generated the plan; the validity
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Figure 3.12: Plan evaluation provided by the Virtual Environment of postDAM
framework

of the plan, including the identification of the validator; a Gantt chart illustrating se-

quential or parallel actions; the evolution of each metric value represented in charts;

and, finally, a column bar chart representing the evaluation of each metric and the

plan classification. Figure 3.14 illustrated some of the information available in the full

report.

The report generation feature can potentially emphasize the need for new metrics,

the adjustment of weights, new classification functions as well as the refinement of the

model for the next design interaction.

3.2.5 Interactive Acquisition of Metric and Plan Classification

As an important step in the long-term analysis of the framework, the acquisition of

metric and plan classification phase makes design actors interact with the plan eval-

uation process. Since in many real application designers do not have a predefined or

precise classification schema or function for metrics, it is necessary to acquire individ-

ual classifications on demand. In this work, itSIMPLE is also responsible for providing

an input interface for such classification, either as a complement of the initial classifi-

cation provided by the tool or as a the first classification approach.

Figure 3.15 illustrates the GUI for gathering metric and plan classifications. Met-

ric score can be altered to generate a new plan classification. When plan classification

computed by the plan quality equation (3.1) does not reflect the actual expectation, de-

signers are able to modify it to a more appropriated value. Knowledge engineers must

be aware of constantly changing classification since that shows a lack a precise under-

standing of the application’ objectives and the required trade-offs. A deep investigation

of the occurrences of such situations becomes necessary.
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Figure 3.13: Plan evaluation summary provided by itSIMPLE in the postDAM
framework

The metrics evaluation and plan classification are stored in the XML representation

of the plan used by itSIMPLE. As mentioned before, the tool keeps track of all analysis

data provided.

3.2.6 Acquiring Plan Evaluation Rationales

One of the main goals in the long-term layer is to capture the knowledge behind the

classifications made upon the metrics and the plans. As discussed previously in this

chapter, we aim to capture the rationales that explain why a plan has a given classifi-

cation and what affects the quality of metrics and plans. Such rationales reflects what

users and designers have in mind about a good plan and a bad plan.

Such rationales may refer to elements and properties of the plan, including the

plan structure itself. Therefore, it is necessary in the first place to consider a formal

foundation of terms, concepts, relations and axioms to provide the base vocabulary

of plan elements that can be used to specify a rationale. In this work, such formal

foundation is the Plan Ontology. Before introducing how rationales are captured and

represented, we first describe the plan ontology utilized in the postDAM.

Representation of evaluated plans

In this work, we use the Process Specification Language (PSL) as the base for the

plan ontology. The ontology of PSL is an interchange format designed to help ex-
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Figure 3.14: A partial view of the generated Plan Report

change process information among a wide variety of manufacturing engineering and

business software applications throughout the design life cycle (GRÜNINGER; MEN-

ZEL, 2003). It represents the primitive concepts that are adequate for describing basic

manufacturing, engineering, and business processes. PSL has a rich terminology for

describing processes, including a set of primitive concepts, terms, lemmas and axioms

that are defined in first-order logic. PSL has a core ontology for expressing a wide

range of basic processes and a foundational theory for giving precise definitions of

primitive concepts. An interesting aspect of PSL architecture is that it supports a set of

extensions (i.e., PSL architecture = PSL Core + foundational theory + extensions). A

PSL extension gives the mechanism to express concepts that are not part of PSL Core.

Designer can tailor PSL precisely to fit their expressive needs.

Two of the most important terms in the core of PSL Ontology are the activity and

its occurrence. As described in (GRÜNINGER; MENZEL, 2003), an activity is a

repeatable pattern of behavior, while an activity occurrence corresponds to a concrete
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Figure 3.15: Editing Plan evaluation in itSIMPLE

instantiation of this pattern.

According to (GRÜNINGER; MENZEL, 2003) activity occurrences are not con-

sidered to be instances of activities, since activities are not classes within the PSL

Ontology. For example, the term pickup(r,x) can denote the class of activities for pick-

ing up some object x with robot r, and the term move(r,x,y) can refer to the class of

activities for moving robot r from location x to location y. The ground terms such

as pickup(Robo1,BlockA) and move(Robot1,LocA,LocB) are instances of these classes

of activities, and each instance can have different occurrences (e.g. two different oc-

currences of move(Robot1,LocA,LocB) can appear in process specification). In fact,

activities may have several or none occurrences. The relationship between activities

and activity occurrences is represented by the occurrence of(o,a) relation. Any activity

occurrence corresponds to a unique activity.

Object is also a term in PSL-core ontology. An object might be an argument of

activities or fluents. Fluents are used to describe facts. For example, at(Robo1,LocA)

is a fluent in PSL while Robo1 and LocA are abjects.

Regarding PSL extensions, a process description in PSL includes the representa-

tion of complex activities. A complex activity specify sub-activities and the constraints

over their occurrences. For example, the complex activity go-to-the-airport would

have sub-activities such as call-cab, get-cab, pay-ride, and constrains overs their order.

The relationship between a complex activity and a sub-activity is represented by the

relation subactivity(a1,a2). Primitive activities (primitive(a)) are those that have no

sub-activity. The occurrence of a complex activity is related to its sub-activity occur-
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rences by the relationship subactivity occurrence(o1,o2).

The structure of a process is defined by a set of PSL extension theories. In such

theories, instantiated processes are seen as occurrence tree, starting from a root node

to the leaf node. The relationships root(o,a) represents the root (first) occurrence o of

a complex activity a while root occ(o1,o2) represents the root occurrence o1 of a com-

plex activity occurrence o2. The relationships leaf(o,a) represents the leaf (last) occur-

rence o of a complex activity a while leaf occ(o1,o2) represents the leaf occurrence o1

of a complex activity occurrence o2, the one that has the goal state as result. Ordering

constraints are represented by relationships such as next subocc(o1,o2,a) in which oc-

currence o2 occurs right after o1 in the complex activity a, or min precedes(o1,o2,a)

in which occurrence o2 occurs after o1 in the structure of a complex activity a.

State is also a term in PSL ontology extensions. States may refer to a particular

situation of the domain or to a fluent. Relationships such as prior(f,o) and holds(f,o)

denote, respectively, a fluent (or state) f that holds prior to the activity occurrence o

and after such occurrence.

Table 3.1 summarizes the key terms and relations from the PSL ontology that we

use in this work. The lexicon shown in the table is detailed in the PSL website3.

Temporal characteristics can also be represented in PSL, but they are out of the scope

of this thesis.

As opposed to most application of PSL ontology on process specification, in this

thesis we focus on the representation of plans generated by automated planners. There-

fore, additional concepts and semantics must be considered. In postDAM, solving a

planning problem is seen as a PSL complex activity (e.g. activity(solvingproblem1)).

Every operator or action defined in the planning domain is treated as a sub-activity of

the problem solving activity. A plan is an activity occurrence of such complex activity

and may have sub-activities occurrences. Considering this basic semantic, the plan

ontology model utilized for this work has the following characteristics:

1. A DOMAIN is a term referring to a planning application.

2. A PLANNING-PROBLEM is a term referring to a problem instance in the DO-

MAIN.

3. A PROBLEM-SOLVING process is a COMPLEX-ACTIVITY to meet a goal

STATE from a initial STATE of a particular PLANNING PROBLEM.

3PSL is available at http://www.mel.nist.gov/psl/ontology.html
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activity(a) a is an activity
activity occurrence(o) o is an activity occurrence
object(x) x is an object
state(s) s is a state
occurrence of(o,a) o is an occurrence of activity a
subactivity(a1,a2) a1 is a sub-activity of a2
primitive(a) a is a minimal element of the sub-activity

ordering
holds(f,o) the fluent f is true immediately after the activity

occurrence o
prior(f,o) the fluent f is true immediately before the activity

occurrence o
min precedes(o1,o2,a) the atomic sub-activity occurrence o1 precedes

the atomic sub-activity occurrence o2 in an
activity tree for a

root(o,a) the atomic sub-activity occurrence o is the root
of an activity tree for a

subactivity occurrence(o1,o2) o1 is a sub-activity occurrence of o2
root occ(o1,o2) o1 is the initial atomic sub-activity occurrence

of o2
leaf occ(o1,o2) o1 is the final atomic sub-activity occurrence

of o2

Table 3.1: Terms and relations from theories in the PSL Ontology

4. The actions of the DOMAIN are primitive ACTIVITIES. They are SUB-ACTIVITIES

of the PROBLEM-SOLVING.

5. The operators of a DOMAIN represent classes of ACTIVITIES.

6. A PLAN is an ACTIVITY-OCCURRENCE of the PROBLEM-SOLVING.

7. A PLAN is a solution for the PLANNING-PROBLEM in a given DOMAIN.

8. A PLAN is composed by a set of SUBACTIVITIES-OCCURRENCES.

9. The OBJECTS of a DOMAIN can participate in an ACTIVITY (similarly, in

planning, an action may have a list of objects as parameters). A hierarchy of

types od OBJECTS may exists.

10. An ACTIVITY may have CONSTRAINTS (e.g. PRECONDITIONS and EF-

FECTS) associated with it. Preconditions and effects are sets of FLUENTS

(facts) that generally involve the OBJECTS of the DOMAIN.

11. An ACTIVITY-OCCURRENCE may change the STATE of the world. The pre-

decessor STATE holds prior to the occurrence of the activity and the successor

STATE holds after the occurrence of such activity.
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12. STATE is defined as a set of FLUENTS (facts), including numeric fluents.

13. A PLAN may have one or more evaluation criteria, METRIC.

14. A METRIC is an aspect of PLANS or the STATES of the plans.

15. The METRIC-VALUE is the reference value of METRIC.

16. The METRIC-QUALITY is a value in the interval [0,1].

17. The QUALITY of a PLAN is a value in the interval [0,1].

We have extended the PSL lexicon described in Table 3.1 to include the terms and

characteristics listed above. Table 3.2 summarizes such additional concepts used in the

postDAM framework to represent a plan and its quality.

domain(d) d is a domain
problem(i) i is a problem instance
problem of(i,d) i is a problem instance of d
problem solving activity of(a,i) a the problem-solving activity of problem

instance of i
plan(p) p is a plan
solution of(p,d,i) p is a solution to the problem i of domain d
fluent of(f,s) f is a fluent of the state s. A set of fluent

defines a state
numeric fluent of(f,v,s) f is a numeric fluent with value v in the state s
precondition(a,f) f is a precondition of a
negative precondition(a,f) f is a negative precondition of a
effect(a,f) f is a effect of a
negative effect(a,f) f is a negative effect of a
metric(m) m is a metric
metric value(p,m,v) m has value v in plan p
metric quality(p,m,q) m has quality value q in plan p
quality(p,q) p has quality value q

Table 3.2: Addition terms and relations to PSL Ontology used in postDAM

As an example of the ontological representation of plans in postDAM, let us sup-

pose a simple planning problem from the classical blocks world domain in which block

B must be unstacked from block A and put on the table. A plan with two actions solves

the problem. In such example, the plan structure is represented along with the basic

informations about domain and problem, as well as the initial state. The following

encoding (in Prolog) represents the plan in the extended PSL ontology.

% The Domain
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domain(blocksworld).

object(blockA).

object(blockB).

% The Problem

problem(twoblocks).

problem_of(twoblocks,blocksworld).

% The Problem Solving Activity

activity(solvingtwoblocks).

problem_solving_activity_of(solvingtwoblocks,twoblocks).

% Initial State

state(s0).

fluent_of(ontable(blockA),s0).

fluent_of(on(blockB,blockA),s0).

fluent_of(clear(blockB),s0).

% The Plan

plan(p1).

occurrence_of(p1,solvingtwoblocks).

solution_of(p1,blocksworld,twoblocks).

% existing occurence of actions

occurrence_of(o1,unstack(blockB,blockA)).

occurrence_of(o2,putdown(blockB)).

subactivity_occurrence(o1,p1).

subactivity_occurrence(o2,p1).

% plan structure

root(o1,solvingtwoblocks).

root_occ(o1,p1).

next_subocc(o1,o2,solvingtwoblocks).

leaf(o2,solvingtwoblocks).

leaf_occ(o2,p1).

% state transition

prior(s0,o1).
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holds(s1,o1).

prior(s1,o2).

holds(s2,o2).

% quality

quality(p1,1.0).

The above example does not include the definition of precondition and effects.

When reasoning about states, the proper representation of conditions and effects be-

come necessary, as well as the axioms for state propagation (from the initial to the

state). Following the blocks world example, the definition of actions unstack and put-

down and their respective preconditions and effects would be as follows:

primitive(unstack(X,Y)).

primitive(putdown(X)).

subactivity(unstack(X,Y),solvingtwoblocks).

subactivity(putdown(X),solvingtwoblocks).

% unstack

precondition(unstack(X,Y), on(X,Y)).

precondition(unstack(X,Y), clear(X)).

precondition(unstack(X,Y), handempty).

effect(unstack(X,Y), holding(X)).

negative_effect(unstack(X,Y), on(X,Y)).

negative_effect(unstack(X,Y), handempty)

negative_effect(unstack(X,Y), clear(X)).

% putdown

precondition(pudown(X), holding(X)).

effect(pudown(X), ontable(X)).

effect(pudown(X), clear(X)).

effect(pudown(X), handempty).

negative_effect(putdown(X,Y), holding(X)).

The postDAM framework assumes a simple propagation axiom for the fluents in

each state. The follwing rule is used for such propagation.

∀o,a,s0,s1, f prior(s0,o)∧holds(s1,o)∧occurrence o f (o,a)∧ f luent o f ( f ,s0)∧
¬negative e f f ect(a, f )→ f luent o f ( f ,s1).
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∀o,a,s0,s1, f prior(s0,o)∧holds(s1,o)∧occurrence o f (o,a)∧ e f f ect(a, f )→
f luent o f ( f ,s1).

The first sentence propagates only the fluents that are not specified as being nega-

tive effects (not in the delete list), while the second sentence adds to the next state the

fluents that are specified as effects. Preconditions are not used in the above propagation

axiom since we are dealing with valid plans; however, it can be added and considered.

The Prolog code below implements the above rule.

fluent_of(F,S1) :- prior(S0,Occ), holds(S1,Occ),

occurrence_of(Occ,Act), fluent_of(F,S0),

not(negative_effect(Act,F)).

fluent_of(F,S1) :- prior(S0,Occ), holds(S1,Occ),

occurrence_of(Occ,Act), effect(Act,F).

Reasoning about a given plan would require the proper encoding of the PSL ontol-

ogy described in this topic, including the plan representation, action specifications and

propagation rules. Such reasoning could be used to infer or check plan properties and

characteristics (e.g. to infer in which state a given goal or fluent is achieved). We use

prolog for encoding the ontology.

Representation of plan evaluation rationales

In this work we aim at rationales that explain what affects the quality of plans (posi-

tively and negatively) and consequently the why a plan has a given classification (in-

cluding factual reasons or preferences). Conceptually, plan evaluation rationales in

postDAM has the following format:

i f < condition > then < e f f ect on plan quality > (3.3)

The condition of the rationale can be any logical sentence involving the properties

of a plan, while the effects are predefined terms that specify whether such condition

decrease or increase the quality of the plan. A rationale may refer to the effect on plan

quality or on a particular metric quality. For example, one may have the following

evaluation rationale: “if (action1 occurs after action2 AND action3 is the last action in

the plan) then (plan quality decreases)”.

In order to represent rationales, we use the plan ontology described above along

with a new vocabulary to capture the plan evaluation rationale concept proposed in
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this thesis. Such vocabulary includes an important term called rationale(r) to repre-

sent an evaluation rationale. The relation quality rationale of(r,p,j) denotes the rela-

tionship between a rationale r and the plan p along with a user justification j. De-

pending on the ontology encoding the justification might be a string object such as

in the following example: quality rationale of(r1,p1,“when action1 occurs after ac-

tion2 and action3 is the last action in the plan the quality is decreased”). The effects

on plan quality are represented using the relations affect plan quality(r,p,e) and af-

fect metric quality(r,p,m,e) where e can be either increase or decrease. The former

refers to the direct effect on the quality of a plan, while the later refers to the effect on

a particular metric m. The following sentences represent the conceptual format of the

rationale (sentence 3.3) using the above extended vocabulary:

< condition >→ quality rationale o f (r, p, j).

quality rationale o f (r, p, j)→ a f f ect plan quality(r, p,e).

In first sentence, if condition is satisfied then relation quality rationale of becomes

true, and consequently relation affect plan quality also becomes true accordingly to the

second sentence. The rationale’s condition is represented using the vocabulary defined

in the plan ontology.

This work also considers different abstraction levels of rationales in the extended

ontology. Rationales can be classified as problem-dependent, domain-dependent or

domain-independent. Problem-dependent rationales are those that are only applied in

the context of a particular problem instance (e.g., “if a robot move to a specific location

the plan has a low quality”). Domain-dependent rationales are those that are applicable

in all problem instances of a particular domain (e.g., “if any robot perform a loop in

its path the resulting plan quality is low”). Finally, domain-independent rationales are

those applied to any planning domain or set of domains (e.g., “if a vehicle performs a

loop of movements then the quality of the plan will be decreased”). The relation used

to represent these concepts is the abstraction level(r,l), where l refers to one of the

three levels of abstraction. As we will see in further section, the level of abstraction

of rationales assists their re-use. Table 3.3 summarizes the terms and relations for

representing rationales in postDAM.

The following examples represents two rationales using the vocabulary in Table

3.3.

rationale(r1).

abstraction level(r1, problem−dependent).
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rationale(r) r is a rationale
quality rationale of(r,p,j) r is a rationale of plan p with justification j
affect plan quality(r,p,e) r describes the effect e on quality of p
affect metric quality(r,p,m,e) r describes the effect e on quality of metric m of p
abstraction level(r,l) l is the abstraction level of r

Table 3.3: Rationales terms and relations in postDAM

∀p,o,sglea f occ(o, p)∧holds(sg,o)∧ f luent o f (at(robot1, loc1),sg)→
quality rationale o f (r1, p, j1).

∀quality rationale o f (r1, p, j1)→ a f f ect plan quality(r1, p, increase).

rationale(r2).

abstraction level(r2, problem−dependent).

∀p,o,sg,vlea f occ(o, p)∧holds(sg,o)∧
numeric f luent o f (traveleddistance(robot1,v),sg)∧ v > 50→

quality rationale o f (r2, p, j2).

∀quality rationale o f (r2, p, j2)→
a f f ect metric quality(r2, p, f uelused,decrease).

The above example represents two rationales, r1 and r2. The first rational can be

interpreted as follows: “The quality of a plan increases whenever the robot1 is at loc1

in the state generated by the last activity occurrence in the plan (leaf occ(o,p)), and the

goal state is still sg”. The second rationale has the following meaning: “The quality of

the metric fuelused decreases whenever the traveled distance of the robot1 (variable v)

is greater than 50 to the goal state”. The following code illustrates the above examples

in Prolog.

rationale(r1).

abstraction_level(r1,problem-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(r1,Plan,J) :- leaf_occ(Occ,Plan),

holds(Sg,Occ), fluent_of(at(robot1,loc1),Sg),

J = [‘When robot1 is at loc1 at goal state the

plan has a higher quality’].

affect_plan_quality(r1,Plan,increase):-

quality_rationale_of(r1,Plan,).

rationale(r2).

abstraction_level(r2,problem-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(r2,Plan,J) :- leaf_occ(Occ1,Plan),
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holds(Sg,Occ),

numeric_fluent_of(traveleddistance(robot1,X),Sg),

X > 50,

J = [‘Whenever robot1 travels more than 50 units

of distance the plan has a lower quality’].

affect_metric_quality(r2,Plan,fuelused,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(r2,Plan,J).

Capturing and checking rationales in the postDAM

Rationales are captured through itSIMPLE’s user interface. Figure 3.16 illustrates the

dialog for capturing and checking rationales.

Figure 3.16: Inserting plan evaluation rationales in itSIMPLE

As shown in Figure 3.16, users provide an informal and a formal description of the

rationale. The formal description focus on the definition of the rationale’s condition,

whereas the effect on quality is chosen between increase and decrease. The rationale

can be validated to (1) avoid syntax errors in the formal description of the rationale

condition and to (2) guarantee that the given rationale is de facto applicable to the plan

being analyzed.

For such validation in postDAM, the itSIMPLE tool was integrated to a Java im-
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plementation of the Prolog machinery, called tuProlog4. Supposing a rationale r1 of a

plan p1, the verification process is as follows:

1. itSIMPLE translates the domain operators, the objects, the problem instance, the

plan p1, and the given rationale r1 to the PSL plan ontology described in this

work.

2. The translated information is put together with the PSL-core theory forming a

knowledge base for the plan.

3. Such knowledge base in then read by the tuProlog for inference requests.

4. itSIMPLE accesses tuProlog to check whether quality rationale of(r1,p1,J) can

be inferred.

5. If quality rationale of(r1,p1,J) can be inferred, then the rationale is considered

valid. Otherwise, the tool informs the user that either there is a syntax error or

that the given rationale is not applicable to the plan.

An important aspect of proving and inferring quality rationale of(r1,p1,J), is that

the justification J can be read and exposed to the user. As shown in Figure 3.16, users

can specify their justification as string variable in the condition sentence. Therefore,

the resulting justification can be instantiated with specific objects, occurrences and

properties of the plan. In the example of Figure 3.16 an instantiated justification would

be: “At goal, laser left at loc1 and bomb at loc2. They should be together”.

An advantage of using Prolog to validate the rationales and capture the justifica-

tion is that its inference engine provides every possible justification instantiation. To

illustrate this advantage, if a rationale refers to a loop in a robot’s path, the inference

of the relationship quality rationale of(r1,p1,J) would bring every existing loop in the

plan in which the rationale’s condition is satisfied (providing all existing justifications

J).

itSIMPLE stores valid rationales and their justifications in the internal XML rep-

resentation of the plan. The rationale information is properly tagged and inserted in

the XML representation. The ontological representation of the plan and rationales is

only used when reasoning is required.

Although we focus on evaluation rationales from plan analysis, our approach is

also applied to rationales emerged during plan execution. In particular, the approach

can be useful while spotting unusual aspects of what actually happened during execu-

tion as opposed to what was planned.
4tuProlog is available at http://alice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/Tuprolog/
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3.2.7 Storing Plan Evaluations

As one of the steps in the long-term analysis, storing plan evaluation in the Plan Anal-

ysis Database provides the foundation for evaluation exploration and re-use. In such

step, the XML representation of the plan used by itSIMPLE (that includes metrics’

evaluation and classification, plan classification and cost, as well as the evaluation

rationales) is stored in the Plan Analysis Database. itSIMPLE was extended to com-

municate with a PostgreSQL5 database to store all plan evaluations. Users are allowed

to chose which plans are stored in the database. Figure 3.17 shows a simplified view

of the entity relationship diagram of the Plan Analysis Database.

Figure 3.17: The model of the Plan Analysis Database in postDAM

As shown in Figure 3.17, the XML representation is stored directly in the database.

A table is dedicated to store plans and another is dedicated to store the specified ra-

tionales. The relational table rationale plan is responsible for holding the associations

between plans and rationales; that is because a rationale can be applied to one or more

plans. In such relational table, the column comment holds the justifications of a ratio-

nale in a particular plan. Column enabled (true or false) holds whether the rationale

can be used in the plan (this information is given by the users). Figure 3.18 illustrates

the evaluation data available in the Plan Analysis Database.

3.2.8 Re-using Rationales on Initial Evaluation

During the execution of the initial plan evaluation, stored rationales can be re-used

to support classification and justification. When a new plan arises, we can use past

evaluations to identify the good and bad characteristics of the plan. In postDAM, the

re-use process involves the tool itSIMPLE, the reasoning interface tuProlog and the

Plan Analysis Database. The information from the abstraction level of rationales are

5PostgreSQL is available at http://www.postgresql.org/
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Figure 3.18: Data available in the Plan Analysis Database of postDAM

essential to the re-use process. Supposing a new plan pn generated to solve a problem

instance i in the domain d, the process of re-using existing rationales is as follows:

1. itSIMPLE first translates the domain operators, the objects, the problem in-

stance, and the new plan pn to the PSL plan ontology described in this work.

2. itSIMPLE access the plan analysis database to select the following rationales:

(1) problem-dependent rationales that are applied specifically to the problem i;

(2) domain-dependent rationales that are applied to any problem instance in do-

main d; and (3) domain-independent rationales that are applied to any planning

domain.

3. The selected rationales are translated to the extended PSL plan ontology.

4. The translated plan and rationales are put together with the PSL-core theory

forming a knowledge base to the plan.

5. Such knowledge base in then read by the tuProlog for inference requests.

6. itSIMPLE accesses tuProlog to check which rationales are applied to plan pn.

For that, itSIMPLE requests the inference of quality rationale of(R,p1,J), where

R and J are variables to be instantiated by the Prolog engine.

7. The list of applied rationales (instantiated values of variable R), along with their

respective justification (instantiation values of variable J), are read by itSIMPLE

and attached to the new plan pn (in the XML format).
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The reused rationales can be seen in the evaluation summary provided by itSIM-

PLE. Figure 3.19 illustrates an example of rationales being reused. The above process

is triggered by the top right button “Reuse Existing Rationales” shown in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: itSIMPLE’s GUI for re-using existing evaluation rationales in postDAM

3.2.9 Accessing Past Evaluations

The past plan evaluations and rationales are valuable information during re-design,

refinement and maintenance of a planning application. A rich query interface allows

users to access plan evaluations from different perspectives and discuss potential model

refinement. Throughout the itSIMPLE interface, designers can select previous plans

and examine the evaluation rationales associate to them. The selection can be filtered

by different plan characteristics stored in the database, such as a certain classification

range, an specific planner, plan size, or even the value of a particular metric. The qual-

ity metrics highlight key differences between plans supporting focused comparison of

solutions and rationales. itSIMPLE allows the access to all stored rationales which can

also be selected by their essential properties such as the effect (impact) and abstraction

level. The tool helps users in navigating through large solution spaces to identify plans

that satisfy their needs.

Previous plan evaluations can be loaded from the database to be studied in-depth

using the itSIMPLE tool. Designers can review plan reports, summaries and simula-

tion on the virtual prototyping environment. Modifications to the plan evaluations are

allowed; they can be updated in the database. All existing plan analysis features avail-
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able in itSIMPLE can be utilized. Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show itSIMPLE’s support for

accessing past plan evaluations and rationales, respectively.

Figure 3.20: itSIMPLE’s GUI for accessing and exploring past plan evaluations

By exploring the database and investigating previous analysis of bad plans, good

plans and expectations, users might discovery (manually) important model modifica-

tions and adjustment that would impact directly on the plan quality.

3.2.10 Knowledge Extraction

The data contained in the Plan Analysis Database can be a rich knowledge source for

discovering missing and hidden requirements. The accumulated plan evaluations in

the long-term may contain a series of implicit preferences and constraints which would

impact directly on plan quality. Such a rich source must me explored to extract these

missing aspects and explicitly consider them in the knowledge model of the planning

application. We list bellow some of the information that can potentially be extracted

and gathered from the database.

• Missing precondition. Action’s preconditions that are not explicitly specified or

represented in the model. The proper consideration of such preconditions would

result in a more reliable application of the referring action.

• Missing effects. Action’s effects that are not explicitly specified or represented

in the model. Theirs proper consideration would also provide a more reliable

application of the referring action.
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Figure 3.21: itSIMPLE’s GUI for accessing and exploring past evaluations rationales

• Landmarks. Intermediate states (or a subset of fluents) that always appear in

good plans. They could be specified as a preference or as a trajectory constraint

to the planning problems. An example in the blocks world is: in some state

visited by the plan all blocks should be on the table.

• Essential rationales. The set of rationales that appears in all good plans (or most

of them) or in all bad plans. The large recurrence of a particular rationale in bad

plans might indicate that a model issue is not been solved.

• Bad scenarios to be avoided. State (or a subset of fluents) of the domain that

appears in bad plans but not in the good plans. They can also become either

preference or constraint. As an example, we could discover that a fragile block

can never have something above it, or it can have at most one block on it.

• Good sequence of actions. A particular sequence of actions that always appears

in the good plans only.

• Bad sequence of actions. A particular sequence of actions that always appears

in the bad plans only.

• Planning strategies. Abstract or high-level sequence of activity that happens in

all good plans. As an example in the blocks domain, in order to invert a block

pile the arm should always perform a series of unstack-putdown cycles and then

a series of pickup-stack cycles. Such strategy can be applied independently of

the number of objects.
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• Missing state definitions. States of a given object that were not specified in

model.

• New preferences on end states. Non-objective fluents that appear in the final

state of good plans but not in bad plans, and vice-verse.

AI techniques and algorithms can be developed to explore the aspects listed above

while automatically discovering and suggesting model modifications. Addressing all

these aspects would be ideal; however, in this work we focus on providing a mecha-

nism for discovering missing preconditions and effects. Among several possibilities to

explore the database for that purpose, we assume a pragmatic approach that searches

for potential missing conditions while comparing action’s occurrences in good plans

and bad plans. The following pseudo-code illustrates how potentially missing precon-

ditions of a particular activity (operator) act can be found in the plan analysis database.

1: DISCOVERY MISSING PRECONDITIONS(act)

2: missingPreList = {};
3: missingNegPreList = {};
4: gPlanList = select all good plans gplan (e.g. quality > 0.8);

5: bPlanList = select all bad plans bplan (e.g. quality < 0.4);

6: for all pair (gplan,bplan) do

7: gOccList = select all occurrence gocc of act in gplan;

8: bOccList = select all occurrence bocc of act in bplan;

9: for all pair (gocc,bocc) do

10: gstate = the state prior to gocc;

11: bstate = the state prior to bgocc;

12: gNonPreFactList = selected all fluents from gstate that are (1) not precondi-

tions of act and (2) that are only related to the participant objects of gocc;

13: bNonPreFactList = selected all fluents from bstate that are (1) not precondi-

tions of act and (2) that are only related to the participant objects of bocc;

14: Unbound the fluents from gNonPreFactList and bNonPreFactList according

to the schema of act;

15: Add elements of (gNonPreFactList−bNonPreFactList) to missingPreList;

16: Add elements of (bNonPreFactList−gNonPreFactList) to missingNegPreList;

17: end for

18: end for

19: Delete elements of missingNegPreList in missingPreList;

20: Delete elements of missingPreList in missingNegPreList;

21: return missingPreList and missingNegPreList;
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In the above pseudo-code, a set of good plans (gPlanList) and plans (bPlanList)

are selected as the foundation for comparison and discovery (lines 4 and 5). Any

criterion can be used to distinguish the two groups of plans. For example, one may

use a certain quality range for the good plans and another range for the bad plans. An

extreme case would be the selection of perfect plans (quality 1.0) to compare with very

bad plans (quality 0.0). Furthermore, one may use the quality of a particular metric to

specify the two sets of plans, a metric-driven discovery process.

From each pair of good plan (gplan) and bad plan (bplan) we select all occur-

rences of the activity act we are investigating. For every pair of the activity occurrence

in the good plan (gocc) and the activity occurrence in the bad plan (bocc) we investigate

potential missing preconditions (lines 10 to 16). Such investigation occurs though the

comparison of the state prior to gocc (gstate) and the state prior to bocc (bstate). Both

bstate and gstate are represented by a set of fluents (facts); some of them are precon-

ditions of act (and consequently of the occurrences). Since we are looking for missing

preconditions, we focus on the subset of fluents that are not part of the precondition set.

The list gNonPreFactList in line 12 holds such set of fluents in the state prior to gocc

while bNonPreFactList holds subset of fluents in the state prior to bocc. In this work,

we constraint our search to those fluents that involve only the objects that participates in

the activity. For example, in the activity pickup(BlockA,BlockB) we considered solely

the fluents with BlockA and/or BlockB (fluents such as on(BlockB,BlockC) would not

be considered).

An important step in the discovery process occurs in line 14. All the fluents from

both list gNonPreFactList and bNonPreFactList are set to the unbound form. As an

example, the fluent on(BlockA,BlockB) would become on(x,y). The variables’ names

are the same as used in the activity schema definition (e.g. pickup(x,y)). All variables in

the fluents of gNonPreFactList and gNonPreFactList must refer to the same variables

in the activity schema. In this step, we normalize the fluents since gocc and bocc might

refer to two different set of objects (e.g., occurrence of pickup(BlockA,BlockB) as the

gocc and occurrence of pickup(BlockC,BlockD) as the bocc). After the normalization

process we finally start the capture of potential missing preconditions.

In this thesis, potential missing preconditions are split into two sets. The first one

(missingPreList) represents the missing positive preconditions (i.e., predicates that are

true before the occurrence of the activity), while the second (missingNegPreList) rep-

resents the missing negative preconditions (i.e., predicates that are false before the oc-

currence of the activity). The missing positive preconditions are those unbound fluents

(predicates) that exist prior to gocc but not exist prior to bocc. The missing negative

preconditions (conditions that must be avoided) are those unbound fluents (predicates)
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that exist prior to docc but not exist prior to gocc. Lines 15 and 16 represent such

step. As an example, suppose that gNonPreFactList = {predicateOne(x,y), predi-

cateTwo(x,z)} and bNonPreFactList = {predicateTwo(x,z), predicateThree(y,x)}; the

resulting potential missing preconditions in lines 15 and 16 would be missingPreList

= {predicateOne(x,y)} and missingNegPreList = {predicateThree(y,x)}.

After the iteration of all pairs (gplan,bplan) two final steps (lines 19 and 20) elim-

inate incoherent elements in both lists missingPreList and missingNegPreList, i.e., we

eliminate elements that are in both positive and negative lists. Such steps are required

to exclude those fluents that might appear in both good plans and in bad plans without

interfering in the quality of plans. The resulting lists are then presented to designers

as suggestions for model modification. In fact, not all suggestion may refer to appli-

cable missing preconditions; design actors are responsible for the identification and

acknowledgement of the most suitable ones.

As an example of the discovery process, let us suppose a robot that is responsible

for caring boxes from a transit area to a room represented as a grid. One of the posi-

tions of the grid represents the doorway between the transit area and the room. Such

robot must pickup all boxes from the transit area and drop them into the available posi-

tions of the room. Similarly to several classical planning domains, the drop activity has

the following schema: action drop(b,x,y) (robot drops box b at position y from position

x) with precondition {robotat(x), holding(b), clear(y)}. Supposing a good plan gplan

and a bad plan bplan in which activity drop(Box1,Pos00,Pos01) occurs in gplan (gocc)

while drop(Box1,Pos10,Pos00) occurs in gplan (bocc). Considering only the objects

that participate in the activities, the state gstate would contain the following subset of

fluents {robotat(Pos00), holding(Box1), clear(Pos01)}, while bstate would contain the

subset {robotat(Pos10), holding(Box1), clear(Pos00), doorway(Pos00)}. Normalizing

the two sets we would have {robotat(x), holding(b), clear(y)} and {robotat(x), hold-

ing(b), clear(y), doorway(y)}. In this case, there would be no positive missing precon-

ditions but negative precondition only; such precondition would be doorway(y). Hav-

ing the predicate doorway(y) as a negative precondition (i.e., not(doorway(y))) means

that the robot cannot drop boxes in the doorway. Dropping boxes in the doorway in-

deed prevents robot to get in and out of the room; that results in boxes rearrangement

and, consequently, unnecessary use of resources. As a result of the discovery, designers

could add not(doorway(y)) to the precondition of activity drop(b,x,y).

The process for discovering missing effects follows the same approach described

for preconditions. However, instead of analyzing the fluents of the prior states, we

analyze those fluents from the posterior states generated by the activity occurrences.
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The knowledge extraction process described above is not currently implemented

in postDAM. Nevertheless, it will be available in further releases of the tool itSIMPLE.

Moreover, the process could be extended to provide a more precise extraction, leaving

designers with less work during suggestions analysis and selection.

3.2.11 Model Refinement

The main goal of the postDAM framework is to raise potential modifications to the

model that influence directly the quality of further developed plan. The re-modeling

cycle is extremely important and, therefore, must be also made carefully. All infor-

mation raised during plans analysis, from the different layers, must be properly con-

sidered and inserted in the model. In this work, the itSIMPLE is used for the de facto

application of the modifications discovered in the post-design. Designers may use it-

SIMPLE’s features and representation languages (UML, XML, PDDL and Petri Nets)

(VAQUERO et al., 2007, 2009, 2011) to review and change model properties, closing

therefore the design loop.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter we presented the postDAM framework for supporting post-design anal-

ysis. While the first part of this chapter introduced the conceptual model of the frame-

work (including the different layers of plan analysis and model refinement), the second

part introduced the implemented components of postDAM as well as their technical de-

tails. The set of developed components focus on the short and long-term plan analysis

and knowledge acquisition. Both are made through important post-design processes

and techniques such as virtual prototyping of plans, metric acquisition, plan evalua-

tion, rationales acquisition and re-use, and missing precondition and effects extraction.

We demonstrated how a number of tools can be conceptually integrated within the

postDAM framework to provide such support for the post-design process.

This chapter has emphasized the structure of the postDAM framework to provide

a basis for the model modification and refinement. Such refinement aims at the im-

provement of plan quality and, as a consequence, the planning performance. While a

conceptual model of a post-design process and a supporting framework are valuable for

the reasons discussed in this chapter and in the literature review. They are also useful

to allow an empirically evaluation the results from applying the framework compo-

nents while comparing the impact on plan quality and on the planning performance

throughout the re-modeling cycles. We turn to such an evaluation and comparison in
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the following chapter.
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4 Case Studies

In the previous chapter, we highlighted the conceptual structure of the postDAM frame-

work and the implemented components to analyze plans generated by automated plan-

ners and to refine the domain models accordingly to the observations raised during a

careful post-design process. In this chapter, we empirically evaluate the implemented

framework as an experimental tool focusing on the short-term plan analysis with vir-

tual prototyping and the rationales acquisition and re-use in the long-term analysis.

In this chapter three case studies are examined, using benchmark domains and

eight state-of-the-art planners, to investigate how post-design guides the model refine-

ment cycle by analysis and discover of missing requirements and rationale acquisition.

We studied the impact on plan quality and planning performance throughout the post-

design process and re-modeling cycle.

4.1 Motivation

Our motivation for the work in this chapter is twofold. First, the work serves as an

example of the use of the postDAM framework for the experimental evaluation of the

post-design analysis. Second, and more importantly, the central thesis of this disser-

tation is that, as problems become more complex, knowledge discovered during plan

analysis becomes increasingly important to achieve high quality plans and to improved

planning performance; aspects that are critical for the deployment of planning technol-

ogy in real-world applications.

The first question to be addressed in examining the use of the framework is the

extent to which it can support model inconsistence and missing requirements detection

and model refinement. Another important correlated question to be addressed is how

such refinement and re-modeling cycle impact on plan quality. Finally, since evalua-

tion rationales have never been explicitly acquired and investigated in the AI planning

literature, it becomes fundamental to explore the characteristics and generalities of

such knowledge as well as to address in which extent they can be successfully reused.
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4.2 Experiment Settings

In this chapter, we present three case studies using benchmark domains from the In-

ternational Planning Competitions (IPC) to evaluate the post-design process and the

re-modeling impact. The domains are the Gold Miner domain from IPC-6, the Storage

domain from IPC-5, and the Settlers domain from IPC-4. These domains were chosen

from recent competitions based on the clear correspondence between objects in the

real and virtual world (important characteristic for virtual prototyping).

The experiment on each domain was divided in two main phases. The first one fo-

cuses on the investigation of the short-term plan analysis and the impact of the result-

ing refinement cycles. The second phase focuses on the acquisition of plan evaluation

rationales, emerged during the first phase.

Regarding the first phase of the experiment, the procedure for each case study is

as follows:

1. We created an initial model in itSIMPLE guided by the original PDDL represen-

tation to simulate the design process. Since itSIMPLE generates PDDL output

as a communication language to planners, we verify that such output is exactly

the same as the original PDDL version of the benchmark domain. This model is

called Original.

2. We selected three problem instances from the 30 IPC instances to be analyzed

in-depth. The selected set of problem instances is called the design set. Eight

planners were chosen to be run (using default arguments) with a 20-minute time-

out for each problem instance.

3. In addition to the PDDL reproduction process, we used itSIMPLE to define qual-

ity metrics for the domain.

4. Using the virtual prototype in Blender, we studied every generated plan and its

execution. With the analysis and plan reports, we manually introduced modifi-

cations to the model in itSIMPLE. We repeated the plan simulation and model

refinement, going back and forth with new ideas and results, until we had two

new models (A and B) each representing one major change and a third new model

(AB) incorporating them both.

5. We then took the remaining 27 problem instances and tested all four models

(Original, A, B, and AB) with the eight planners. We call this set of instances

the testing set.
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In order to analyze the impact of the refinement cycle, we compare the models A, B

and AB to the Original over all 27 problem instances from the testing set. This analysis

considers the changes on plan quality, plan length, speed, and solvability. To facilitate

the explanation, PDDL terms and elements are used to describe the adjustments made

to the original model in the re-modeling process.

At the second phase of the experiment, we gather all rationales raised during the

refinement process and represented them in itSIMPLE using the acquisition process

described in Chapter 3. We then examine the captured rationales regarding their appli-

cability, reuse and generality.

4.3 The Gold Miner Domain

The Gold Miner is a benchmark domain from the learning track of IPC-6 (2008)1.

In this domain, a robot is in a mine and has the objective of reaching a location that

contains gold. The mine is represented as a grid in which each cell contains either hard

or soft rock. There is a special location where the robot can either pickup an unlimited

supply of bombs or pickup a single laser cannon. The laser cannon can be used to

destroy both hard and soft rock, whereas the bomb can only penetrate soft rock. If the

laser is used to destroy a rock that is covering the gold, the gold will also be destroyed.

However, a bomb will not destroy the gold, just the rock. This particular domain has a

simple optimal strategy in which the robot must (1) get the laser, (2) shoot through the

rocks (either soft of hard) until it reaches a cell neighboring the gold, (3) go back to get

a bomb, (4) explode the rock at the gold location, and (5) pickup the gold. In this case

study we used the propositional typed PDDL model from the testing phase of IPC-6.

For our design set, we chose three problem instances considering the variety of the

number of objects and difficulty. The first (gold-miner-target-5x5-02) and the second

(gold-miner-target-5x5-01) instances have a 5x5 mine with distinct positions of gold,

bombs, cannon, and soft and hard rocks. The third instance (gold-miner-target-6x6-05)

has a 6x6 mine also with a particular position of the domain elements.

The quality metrics chosen for this study are (1) the travel distance of the robot

(weight 2), (2) the bomb usage (weight 1), and (3) the laser cannon usage (weight 1). In

itSIMPLE, we specified these metrics as counters of the actions move, detonatebomb,

and firelaser, respectively. For this domain, we selected the planners SGPlan5, MIPS-

xxl 2006, LPG-td, MIPS-xxl 2008, SGPlan6, Metric-FF, LPG 1.2, and hspsp to solve

the problem instances.

1IPC-6 (2008) - Learning Track: http://eecs.oregonstate.edu/ipc-learn/
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During the first post-design analysis with the original model and the design set, we

carefully investigated all 24 generated plans through the 3D simulation using Blender.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of the simulation.

Figure 4.1: Virtual prototype and simulation of the Gold Miner domain. The robot is
represented as a cube in the bottom. Soft and hard rocks are light and dark gray areas

respectively. We used basic shapes to represent objects, however, there is no
restriction on using complex 3D shapes and skins

A number of observations were made in the first analysis:

• One planner generated invalid solutions in which the robot used the laser at the

gold location, destroying the gold.2

• Some planners provided (valid) plans in which the laser cannon was fired at an

already clear location.

• Unnecessary move actions were present in some plans.

In order to fix these non-optimal and flawed behaviors, we refined the original

model. Concerning the planner assigning the robot to fire at the gold, the original

model does not prevent such situation: there was no precondition on the firelaser op-

erator that explicitly constrains this behavior. Therefore, a precondition to the operator

was added: (not (gold-at ?loc)). Regarding the unnecessary firelaser occurrences, a
2This was observed with MIPS-xxl 2008. We contacted the authors during the experiments and the

bug appears to arise from the way we called the planner (e.g. a special script is necessary). We re-run
the problem instances with the correct script and the issue seemed to no longer exist. Even though we
no longer observed this flawed behavior using the script, we decided to keep this observation in the
analysis.
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second precondition was added to the same firelaser operator, in this case (not (clear

?loc)). We call this set of modifications A. The resulting model was sent to the planners

to solve the same problem instances, resulting in a new post-design iteration.

During the second analysis process, additional observation were collected:

• Invalid plans were no longer being generated.

• The undesirable firing behavior from the initial observation was eliminated.

• In most of the plans, at the goal state, the laser cannon was left in a different

position from the initial one. As a new requirement, the robot could leave the

laser only at the same spot as the bomb source.

• Unnecessary move actions were still being found in some solutions.

These new observations guided the second re-modeling loop. A precondition to

the putdownlaser operator was added, forcing the robot to always drop the cannon at

the location of the bombs. The precondition (bomb-at ?loc) was used for this purpose.

We call this modification B. The plans generated with model B properly controlled the

location where the cannon was left. The combination of the previous and the current

set of adjustments is called AB.

As a result of the AB modification, most of the generated plans to the design set

converged to the same solution. The main issues raised during post-design analysis

were eliminated, except some unecessary move actions.

Time (s) Problems Solved
Planners Original A B AB Planners Original A B AB
SGPlan5 3,303.42 1.93 3.65 1.99 SGPlan5 14 27 27 27

MIPS-xxl 06 3,995.34 983.79 2,015.28 22.13 MIPS-xxl 06 15 25 21 27
LPG-td 41.04 29.69 39.28 27.83 LPG-td 27 27 27 27

MIPS-xxl 08 6,204.67 10,246.77 8,207.39 9,251.11 MIPS-xxl 08 19 19 20 20
SGPlan6 3,925.85 3.13 4.65 3.51 SGPlan6 18 27 27 27

Metric-FF 1,707.00 3.79 4.35 3.78 Metric-FF 26 27 27 27
LPG 1.2 10.58 5.58 4.47 4.70 LPG 1.2 27 27 27 27

hspsp 37.53 16.77 8.22 8.19 hspsp 27 27 27 27
Mean Speed-Up 469.70 267.97 479.67 Total 173 206 203 209

Median Speed-Up 4.38 4.66 6.94 Improvement 19.1% 17.3% 20.8%

Table 4.1: Total time (including time-outs) required to solve all problem instances
and the solvability comparison for the Gold Miner domain models

To analyze and compare the effects of the post-design analysis on planning perfor-

mance, the Original model was compared to the models A, B, and AB. The selected

planners were run on the testing set for each of the four models. Table 4.1 illustrates

the comparison concerning run-time (speed) and solvability on the testing set. The ta-

ble shows the total time (including time-outs) for each planner to solve all 27 problem
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instances in each of the four models. In order to determine the speed-up values, we

first define tM
p,k as the time planner p takes to solve problem instance k using model M.

We then define the speed-up ratio for each of the new models (A, B, AB) compared to

the Original model as follows:

rM
p,k =

tOriginal
p,k

tM
p,k

. (4.1)

For a particular planner and model, we calculate the mean and the median of the speed-

up ratios. The mean speed-up value presented in Table 4.1 for each model is the mean

of means of speed-up ratios over all planners. Similarly, the median speed-up is the

median of the medians of speed-up ratios over all problem instances and planners

for each model. Model AB shows a significant speed-up compared to the Original.

Even A and B individually provide a significant speed-up. The maximum speed-up

ratios observed on an individual problem instance were 7,547 with model A, 5,068

with model B and 5,185 with model AB. However, we also observed that in some

cases the new models were slower than the original. The lowest ratio observed in

a problem was 0.26 with model B. Moreover, The lowest ratio observed in the cases

where planners halted with no solution in all four models was 0.0003 with model B and

AB. Considering the total time to solve the testing set, all planners perform better in

the AB model, except MIPS-xxl 2008. Analyzing the data from this particular planner

we observed that in some problem instances the planner halted in less than a second

with no solution when dealing with Original model and when solving the modified

version it reached the timeouts in these instances. This situation results in a higher run

time.

Table 4.1 also illustrates the number of instances solved by the planners in each

model, as well as the percentage improvement of each new model compared to the

original. In most cases all problem instances were solved in the AB model, a 20.8%

improvement compared to the original model.

Improvements are not only found on speed and solvability, but also on plan length

and quality. By looking at each problem instance and the four plans generated by

a particular planner, we can determine the model that gives the best performance on

three criteria: run time, plan length and plan quality (cost). Table 4.2 illustrates the

number of times each model results in the best solution with respect to each of the

three criteria for a given planner. For example, LPG-td generated the best plan lengths

compared to the other models using LPG-td in 5 cases with the Original model, 24

with model A, 10 with model B, and 27 with model AB. The numbers sum to greater
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than 27 due to ties. Better plans are usually found with refined models.

Best Time Occurrence Best Plan Length Occurrence Best Plan Quality Occurrence
Planners Original A B AB Original A B AB Original A B AB
SGPlan5 0 10 5 13 14 13 24 13 14 17 24 17

MIPS-xxl 06 0 4 0 23 11 19 21 25 11 19 21 25
LPG-td 2 10 2 13 5 24 10 27 5 24 10 27

MIPS-xxl 08 0 0 3 17 19 19 20 20 19 19 20 20
SGPlan6 0 19 2 7 17 19 24 19 17 20 24 20

Metric-FF 0 9 9 10 26 13 23 13 26 17 23 17
LPG 1.2 3 3 10 12 12 15 18 12 15 17 19 12

hspsp 0 0 19 8 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27
Total 5 55 50 103 131 149 167 156 134 160 168 165

Table 4.2: Best time, plan length and plan quality comparison over the Gold Miner
models

In the second part of the experiment, the observations collected during plan anal-

ysis iteration were represented as rationales in itSIMPLE. The evaluation rationales

raised from the Original model refer to the unnecessary firing of the laser cannon and

sequence of movements. The undesirable firing behavior naturally decreases the qual-

ity of the plan, and specifically to the laserusage metric. The following rationale rGM1

denotes the issue of firing to an already clear position (the element jGM1 represents

the user’s justification of rationale rGM1):

rationale(rGM1).

∀p,o, t,x,y,s subactivity occurrence(o, p)∧occurrence o f (o, f irelaser(t,x,y))∧
prior(s,o)∧ f luent o f (clear(y),s)→ quality rationale o f (rGM1, p, jGM1).

∀p quality rationale o f (rGM1, p, jGM1)→
a f f ect plan quality(rGM1, p,decrease).

The above rationale is applicable to plans of any problem instances in the Gold

Miner domain and, therefore, can be considered in this work as a domain-dependent

rationale (abstraction level(rGM1,domain−dependent)). However, one might con-

sider it as a domain-independent rationale, applicable to a class of domains in which

action f irelaser(t,x,y) exists and fluent clear is used as one of the effects. The Prolog

code used in itSIMPLE to represent rationale rGM1 is as follows:

rationale(rGM1).

abstraction_level(rGM1,domain-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(rGM1,Plan,J) :-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ,firelaser(_,_,Y)), prior(S,Occ),

fluent_of(clear(Y),S),

J = [’Laser fired to nowhere (clear position), at ’,Y].
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affect_plan_quality(rGM1,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rGM1,Plan,J).

Note that the justification J will be instantiated with every possibility of firing the

laser cannon to a clear position Y . itSIMPLE captures and records these instantiations

in the XML representation of the plan as well as in the database. The evaluations

summary provided by the tools shows to the users such justifications.

An specific undesirable firing behavior was also detected in some of the plans

generated for the problem instance gold-miner-target-5x5-01 with the Original model.

In this case, two laser cannon shots were made at rock locations that did not belong

to a reasonable path to the gold position, consequently decreasing plan quality. The

following rationale rGM2 represents such situation (the objects node2i1 and node3i1

represent the specific locations where the laser was shotted):

rationale(rGM2).

∀p,o1,o2, t occurrence o f (p,solvinggoldminertarget5x501)∧
subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o2, p)∧

occurrence o f (o1, f irelaser(t,node2i0,node2i1))∧
occurrence o f (o2, f irelaser(t,node3i0,node3i1))→

quality rationale o f (rGM2, p, jGM2).

∀p quality rationale o f (rGM2, p, jGM2)→
a f f ect plan quality(rGM2, p,decrease).

The condition of the rationale rGM2 checks the existence of two specific firing

occurrences. Note that rationale rGM2 is restricted to solutions of the problem gold-

miner-target-5x5-01 by the condition occurrence o f (p,solvinggoldminertarget5x501)

(where solvinggoldminertarget5x501 is the activity of solving problem gold-miner-

target-5x5-01). Therefore, this is a problem-dependent rationale (abstraction level

(rGM2,problem-dependent)). The Prolog code of rGM2 is as follows:

rationale(rGM2).

abstraction_level(rGM2,problem-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(rGM2,Plan,J) :-

occurrence_of(Plan,solvinggoldminertarget5x501),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ2,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,firelaser(robot1,node2i0,node2i1)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,firelaser(robot1,node3i0,node3i1)),
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J = [’Laser is fired unnecessary at node2i1 and node3i1’].

affect_plan_quality(rGM2,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rGM2,Plan,J).

Model A raised the issue about the position in which the laser cannon was left

at the goal state. Leaving the cannon at the same position as the bomb source was

preferred. The following rationale rGM3 denotes such preference and expectation:

rationale(rGM3).

∀p,o,sg,x lea f occ(o, p)∧holds(sg,o)∧ f luent o f (bombat(x),sg)∧
f luent o f (laserat(x),sg)→ quality rationale o f (rGM3, p, jGM3).

∀p quality rationale o f (rGM3, p, jGM3)→
a f f ect plan quality(rGM3, p, increase).

The condition of rGM3 checks the existence of both fluents bombat(x) and laserat(x)

(where x is a location) at the goal state sg. In this case study, the rationale rGM3 is

considered domain-dependent since it is applicable for all synthesized solutions for the

Gold Miner domain. The Prolog code of rGM3 is as follows:

rationale(rGM3).

abstraction_level(rGM3,domain-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(rGM3,Plan,J) :-

leaf_occ(Occ1,Plan), holds(Sg,Occ1),

fluent_of(bombat(X),Sg),

fluent_of(laserat(X),Sg),

J = [’At goal state, laser and bomb are left together at ’,X].

affect_plan_quality(rGM3,Plan,increase):-

quality_rationale_of(rGM3,Plan,J).

In all models Original, A, B and AB unnecessary move actions appear in their

respective plans. During the experiment, the rationales for detecting and explaining

such undesirable characteristic evolve from a specific approach to a more general one

(reaching a reusable representation). The first evaluation rationales acquired referred to

specific sequences of move activity occurrences and loops in the robot’s path. The first

non-specific rationale about loops captured during the experiment has the following

representation:

rationale(rGM4).
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∀p,o1,o2,a, t,x1,x2 subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o2, p)∧
next subocc(o1,o2,a)∧occurrence o f (o1,move(t,x1,x2))∧

occurrence o f (o2,move(t,x2,x1))→ quality rationale o f (rGM4, p, jGM4).

∀p quality rationale o f (rGM4, p, jGM4)→
a f f ect plan quality(rGM4, p,decrease).

Rationale rGM4 refers to all sequences of move actions that take a robot from

location x1 to x2 and then back to x1 immediately after that. As the re-modeling

process progressed, more sophisticated explanations were constructed. The following

rationale representation (rGM5) captures any outer loop in a single robot’s path:

rationale(rGM5).

∀p,o1,o2,x,y,z,a subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o2, p)∧
occurrence o f (o1,move(t,x,y))∧occurrence o f (o2,move(t,y,z))∧

next subocc(o1,o2,a)→ consecutive move(o1,o2, t, p).

∀p,o1,o2,o3,x,y,z,w,h,a subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧
subactivity occurrence(o2, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o3, p)∧

occurrence o f (o1,move(t,x,y))∧occurrence o f (o2,move(t,z,w))∧
occurrence o f (o3,move(t,h,z))∧min precedes(o1,o2,a)next subocc(o3,o2,a)∧

consecutive move(o1,o3, t, p)→ consecutive move(o1,o2, t, p).

∀p,o1,o2,x,y,z,a subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o2, p)∧
occurrence o f (o1,move(t,x,y))∧occurrence o f (o2,move(t,z,x))∧

min precedes(o1,o2,a)∧ consecutive move(o1,o2, t, p)→
loop o f move(o1,o2, t, p).

∀p,o1,o11,o2,o22,x,y, l,h,a occurrence o f (o1,move(t,x, l))∧
occurrence o f (o2,move(t,h,x))∧min precedes(o1,o2,a)∧

next subocc(o11,o1,a)∧next subocc(o2,o22,a)∧
occurrence o f (o11,move(t,y,x))∧occurrence o f (o22,move(t,x,y)→

has previous loop move(o1,o2, t).

∀p,o1,o2, t,x,y,z subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧
subactivity occurrence(o2, p),occurrence o f (o1,move(t,x,y))∧

occurrence o f (Occ2,move(t,z,x))∧¬has previous loop move(o1,o2, t)∧
loop o f move(o1,o2, t, p)→ quality rationale o f (rGM5, p, jGM5).

∀p quality rationale o f (rGM5, p, jGM5)→
a f f ect plan quality(rGM5, p,decrease).

In the above rationale, we define new relations to assist the identification of outer

loops (for this context only) such as consecutive move(o1,o2,t,p), loop of move(o1,o2,t,p)
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and has previous loop move(o1,o2,3). The relation consecutive move(o1,o2,t,p) and

loop of move(o1,o2,t,p) together capture any consecutive sequence of move occur-

rences that constitutes a loop, whereas relation has previous loop move(o1,o2,t) filters

the outer loops. It is indeed possible to capture the existing inner loops performed

by the robot, but we see them as redundant information when we capture the outer

ones. The interesting point here is that we can design and create any supporting con-

cept, relations and axiom for defining a rationale condition. The following Prolog code

represents rationale rGM5 in itSIMPLE.

rationale(rGM5).

abstraction_level(rGM3,domain-independent).

consecutive_move(Occ1,Occ2,R,Plan):-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ2,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,move(R,_,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,move(R,_,_)),

next_subocc(Occ1,Occ2,_).

consecutive_move(Occ1,Occ2,R,Plan):-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ2,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ3,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,move(R,_,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,move(R,_,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ3,move(R,_,_)),

min_precedes(Occ1,Occ2,_),

next_subocc(Occ3,Occ2,_),

consecutive_move(Occ1,Occ3,R,Plan).

loop_of_move(Occ1,Occ2,R,Plan):-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ2,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,move(R,X,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,move(R,_,X)),

min_precedes(Occ1,Occ2,_),

consecutive_move(Occ1,Occ2,R,Plan).

has_previous_loop_move(Occ1,Occ2,R):-
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occurrence_of(Occ1,move(R,X,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,move(R,_,X)),

min_precedes(Occ1,Occ2,_),

next_subocc(Occ01,Occ1,_),

next_subocc(Occ2,Occ02,_),

occurrence_of(Occ01,move(R,Y,X)),

occurrence_of(Occ02,move(R,X,Y)).

quality_rationale_of(rGM3,Plan,J) :-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ2,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,move(R,X,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,move(R,_,X)),

not(has_previous_loop_move(Occ1,Occ2,R)),

loop_of_move(Occ1,Occ2,R,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,A),

occurrence_of(Occ2,B),

J = [’Loop in the path of ’,R,’. Robot leaves and

returns to location ’,X,’. From occurrence ’,A,’ to ’,B].

affect_plan_quality(rGM5,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rGM5,Plan,J).

The rationale rGM5 is considered in this work as domain-independent evaluation

rationale. It can be applied and reused for example in many transportation domains.

However, it has a particular limitation: the rationale condition of rGM5 captures only

an interrupted sequence of move actions of the same robot or vehicle. If the domain has

several vehicles the utilization of such rationale may not produce the desirable result.

This is because in multi-vehicle domains, plans may contain a partial sequence of

movements from a vehicle v1, followed by a sequence of movements of another vehicle

v2, and then a new sequence of movements of the same vehicle v1. This examples does

not have an interrupt sequence of move actions of the same vehicle v1. Such cases are

not captured by the referred rationale; nevertheless, it can be extended to address the

limitation.
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4.4 The Storage Domain

The Storage domain is one of the benchmark domains from the deterministic track of

IPC-5 (2006). This domain involves moving a certain number of crates from containers

to depots using hoists. Inside a depot, each hoist can move according to a specified

spatial map connecting different areas of the depot, represented by a grid. Transit

areas are used to connect depot areas to containers and also depots to depots. The

domain has five actions: (1) lifting a crate with a hoist; (2) dropping a crate from a

hoist; (3) moving a hoist into a depot; (4) moving a hoist from one area of a depot to

another; and (5) moving a hoist outside a depot. At the beginning of each problem, all

crates are inside the containers waiting to be transported to the necessary depot. For

this case study we used the propositional version of the PDDL domain model.

The design set for this domain is composed of three problem instances with differ-

ent numbers of elements and difficulty. In the first instance (p10), four crates must be

allocated in one depot using a single hoist. In the second (p16), six crates must be car-

ried from two containers into two depots by three available hoists. The third instance

(p20) has ten crates stored in three containers, three depots, and three hoists.

The quality metrics specified for this domain are the numbers of occurrence of

each operator in the plan: move (weight 2), lift (weight 1), drop (weight 1), go-out

(weight 3); and go-in (weight 3). The weights used in this experiment were inspired

by the PDDL numeric version of the domain. We selected the same planners used in

the previous case study, except LPG 1.2 which was removed due to a bug identified

while running the design set. Instead we used FF 2.3.

During the first post-design iteration, the plans for the design set were analyzed

in the virtual prototype platform. Figure 4.2 shows the simulation of the first problem

instance from the design set.

The main observations raised while analyzing the plans provided by planners were:

• In some solutions, the hoists were putting the crates back into the containers.

This scenario happens mainly when hoists left other crates on the main access to

the depots, blocking access. Such situation forced the hoist into a lift-drop loop

in and out of the containers.

• The fact that hoists drop crates on the doorway of depots forced them to rear-

range the crates, which culminated in unnecessary actions to correct the previous

decisions.

• Some of the plans included unnecessary lifts and drops of the same crate. This
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Figure 4.2: Virtual prototype and simulation of the Storage domain. Three crates at
the depot and a hoist on the transit area. The top area represents the container

lift-drop loop happened usually in transit and depot areas.

• Some solutions contained unnecessary move actions.

We focused on the fact that crates were being placed back into the containers. In

order to constrain that situation, a simple modification of the parameters of operator

drop was made. The original operator has the following PDDL representation (?h -

hoist ?c - crate ?a1 - storearea ?a2 - area ?p - place). The adjusted version of the drop

operator differs from the original in the last parameter: ?p - depot. The parameter p

constrains the location where crates can be dropped. We call this modification A.

During the second iteration of simulation with adjustment A, the following obser-

vation were acquired:

• Crates were no longer being put back into the containers.

• Some of the plans still contained unnecessary lifts and drops of the same crate,

but fewer than the original model.

• The unneeded move actions still occurs in some plans.

In the second re-modeling iteration, we focused on the unnecessary lift and drop

cycles of the same crate. The approach taken for this problem was to make the hoist

memorize the last lifted crate. For that, a new predicate was specified (lastLifted ?h -

hoist ?c - crate). This predicate was added to the precondition of the lift operator in the

following form (not (lastLifted ?h - hoist ?c - crate)), as well as in the post-condition

as (lastLifted ?h - hoist ?c - crate) to record the current crate. The precondition con-

strained the planner not to assign a hoist to lift the same crate again. The added post-

condition defines the previously lifted crate. It is important to note that this is just
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one approach to attempt to tackle the issue. More elaborate re-modeling could be per-

formed. We call this individual modification B. The combination of the refinements A

and B generated the model AB. Note that A, B and AB do not require modification of

the problem instances, even with the new predicate in B, since the hoists start with no

previous lifted crates.

By analyzing the model AB in the post-design framework, the unnecessary lift-

drop loops of the same crate were reduced drastically. However, some plans exhibited

the problem in a different form: two hoists alternatively lift and drop the same crate.

The occurrence of such situations was rare. The unnecessary move actions were re-

duced but not eliminated.

Table 4.3 shows the impact on run-time and solvability when running the selected

planners over the testing set with the original and the new models. A and B are again

analyzed separately for a better view of individual effects. In this table, the speed-up

is not as impressive as the first case study. The maximum speed-up ratios observed

for a single problem instance were 4,411 with model A, 4,597 with model B and 5,194

with model AB. The minimal ratio observed was 0.01 with model B. We do not have a

significant improvement in the solvability with the new models. The highest ones are

the A and AB with a 8.5% improvement on the total number of problems solved.

Time (s) Problems Solved
Planners Original A B AB Planners Original A B AB
SGPlan5 11,562.25 10,137.26 7,686.23 7,470.18 SGPlan5 18 19 21 21

MIPS-xxl 06 3,433.82 3,334.95 3,913.46 3,347.97 MIPS-xxl 06 16 16 14 16
LPG-td 5,980.77 7,124.50 5,796.66 4,775.16 LPG-td 25 26 25 26

MIPS-xxl 08 11,421.91 4,365.50 3,891.50 3,358.68 MIPS-xxl 08 12 13 10 12
SGPlan6 8,230.74 10,177.03 7,754.42 7,508.96 SGPlan6 18 19 21 21

Metric-FF 13,441.49 9,767.35 13,205.63 12,003.99 Metric-FF 16 19 16 17
FF 2.3 14,416.93 9,935.53 15,603.44 12,117.64 FF 2.3 15 19 16 17
hspsp 21,782.20 21,744.39 21,117.63 20,989.91 hspsp 9 9 10 10

Speed-Up mean 35.53 38.89 44.52 Total 129 140 133 140
Speed-Up median 1.13 1.00 1.02 Improvement 8.5% 3.1% 8.5%

Table 4.3: Total time (including time-outs) required to solve all problem instances
and the solvability comparison for the Storage domain models

Table 4.4 illustrates in which model each planner provides it best run time, plan

length and plan quality. For example, SGPlan6 provided the best plan lengths on 4

problem instances with the original model; 10 with model A, 17 with model B, and 18

with model AB. Similarly to the previous case study, the table shows that better plans

are found more often using the refined models.

In this experiment, we captured three main rationale from observations raised in

re-modeling iteration. The first rationale refers to the undesirable behavior of putting

crates back to the container. The following representation denotes such rationale:
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Best Time Occurrence Best Plan Length Occurrence Best Plan Quality Occurrence
Planners Original A B AB Original A B AB Original A B AB
SGPlan5 2 8 3 8 13 13 16 16 13 13 16 16

MIPS-xxl 06 2 7 1 6 13 14 12 13 10 13 13 13
LPG-td 5 6 4 11 9 9 17 18 9 9 15 18

MIPS-xxl 08 1 8 3 1 12 13 10 12 11 12 10 12
SGPlan6 0 11 2 9 4 10 17 18 4 10 17 18

Metric-FF 1 10 3 9 15 16 10 12 14 17 10 12
LPG 1.2 2 12 1 5 12 15 14 17 13 15 14 16

hspsp 1 4 1 4 9 9 10 10 9 9 10 10
Total 14 64 18 53 87 99 106 116 83 98 105 115

Table 4.4: Best time, plan length and plan quality comparison on the Storage domain

rationale(rSO1).

∀p,o,h,cr,a1,a2,co subactivity occurrence(o, p)∧
occurrence o f (o,drop(h,cr,a1,a2,co))∧ container(co)→

quality rationale o f (rSO1, p, jSO1).

∀p quality rationale o f (rSO1, p, jSO1)→ a f f ect plan quality(rSO1, p,decrease).

The condition of rSO1 checks whether the hoist h drops the crate cr in an area a2

inside a container (container(co)) (we use the objects hierarchy to specify the particular

type of object involved, in this case the container). In this case study, rationale rSO1 is

considered domain-dependent since it is applicable to any synthesized solutions in the

Storage domain. The Prolog code of rSO1 is as follows:

rationale(rSO1).

abstraction_level(rSO1,domain-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(rSO1,Plan,J) :-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,drop(H,C,A,_,Cont)),

container(Cont),

J = [H, ‘ put ’,C,‘ on ’,A,‘ inside container ’,Cont].

affect_plan_quality(rSO1,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rSO1,Plan,J).

While investigating the issue related to the dropping of crates on the doorway of

depots, we realized that the critical scenario happens when a hoist at the transit area

leaves a crate on the doorway of a depot which has no other hoist inside to rearrange

it. The only situation in which this scenario is not critical is when the crate left at

the doorway is the last one to be dropped in the depot (no further rearrangement is

required). The following rationale captures such undesirable behavior considering the

above scenario.
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rationale(rSO2).

∀c,d,s,sg f luent o f (isin(c,d),sg)∧¬ f luent o f (isin(c,d),s))→
crate missing(d,s,sg).

∀d,h,ar,s f luent o f (at(h,ar),s)∧ f luent o f (inside(ar,d),s)→
has hoist inside(d,s).

∀p,o1,o f ,c,d,h,c,ar,at,s,sg subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧
occurrence o f (o1,drop(h,c,ar,at,d))∧depot(d)∧ storearea(ar)∧

transitarea(at)∧holds(s,o1)∧ subactivity occurrence(o f , p)∧ lea f occ(o f , p)∧
holds(sg,o f )∧ crate missing(d,s,sg)∧¬has hoist inside(d,s))→

quality rationale o f (rSO2, p, jSO2).

∀p quality rationale o f (rSO2, p, jSO2)→ a f f ect plan quality(rSO2, p,decrease).

In the rationale rSO2 definition, we again use auxiliary relations to capture the de-

sired condition. Relation crate missing(d,s,sg) checks whether all crates inside depot

d at goal state sg are also already inside d at state s; if not, then there are still crates

to be dropped inside d. Relation has hoist inside(d,s) holds when there is at least one

hoist inside the depot d at state s. We consider rSO2 a domain-dependent rationale.

The following Prolog code represents rSO2.

rationale(rSO2).

abstraction_level(rSO2,domain-dependent).

crate_missing(Dep,S,Sg):- fluent_of(isin(C1,Dep),Sg),

not(fluent_of(isin(C1,Dep),S)),!.

has_hoist_inside(Dep,S):- fluent_of(at(H,A),S),

fluent_of(inside(A,Dep),S),!.

quality_rationale_of(rSO2,Plan,J) :-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ1,drop(H,C,A,T,Dep)),

depot(Dep), storearea(A), transitarea(T),

holds(S,Occ1), subactivity_occurrence(OccF,Plan),

leaf_occ(OccF,Plan), holds(Sg,OccF),

crate_missing(Dep,S,Sg),

not(has_hoist_inside(Dep,S)),

J = [‘Hoist ’,H,‘ put ’,C,‘ on the doorway of ’,Dep,

‘ when there were still crates to be dropped’].
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affect_plan_quality(rSO2,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rSO2,Plan,J).

Finally, the rationale referring to the lift-drop loops is represented as follows:

rationale(rSO3).

∀p,o1,o2,o3,o4,a,h,c,ar1,ar11,ar2,ar22,ar3,ar33,ar4,ar44,d1,d2,d3,d4

subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o2, p)∧
subactivity occurrence(o3, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o4, p)∧

next subocc(o1,o2,a)∧next subocc(o2,o3,a)∧next subocc(o3,o4,a)∧
occurrence o f (o1, li f t(h,c,ar1,ar11,d1))∧
occurrence o f (o2,drop(h,c,ar2,ar22,d2))∧
occurrence o f (o3, li f t(h,c,ar3,ar33,d3))∧

occurrenceo f (o4,drop(h,c,ar4,ar44,d4))→ quality rationale o f (rSO3, p, jSO3).

∀p quality rationale o f (rSO4, p, jSO4)→ a f f ect plan quality(rSO4, p,decrease).

Rationale rSO4 captures any existing sequence of the form lift-drop-lift-drop per-

formed by a hoist h with the same crate c, regardless of the dropping or lifting area.

This rationale is also considered domain-dependent and can be applied to the plans of

any problem instance in the Storage domain. The Prolog code of rSO1 is as follows:

rationale(rSO3).

abstraction_level(rSO3,domain-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(this,Plan,J) :-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ2,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ3,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ4,Plan),

next_subocc(Occ1,Occ2,_),

next_subocc(Occ2,Occ3,_),

next_subocc(Occ3,Occ4,_),

occurrence_of(Occ1,lift(H,C,_,_,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,drop(H,C,_,_,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ3,lift(H,C,_,_,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ4,drop(H,C,_,_,_)),

occurrence_of(Occ1,A), occurrence_of(Occ4,B),

J = [‘Lift-drop loop peformed by ’,H,‘ with

crate ’,C,‘ from action ’,A,‘ to ’,B].
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affect_plan_quality(rSO3,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rSO3,Plan,J).

It is worth to mention that the rationale about the movement loop described in

the Gold Miner experiment could be reused in the Storage domain, even with the

multi-vehicle limitation since some problem instances have a single hoist. The ac-

tivity move(t,x,y) also exists in the current experiment and, therefore, rationale sGD5

could support explanations for high number of occurrences of movements. This fact

reinforces the importance of the different levels of abstraction in the rationale’s defini-

tion.

4.5 The Settlers Domain

The Settlers domain is one of the benchmark domains from the deterministic track

of IPC-4 (2004). This domain is based on resource-management computer games, in

which resources must be accumulated and used to construct new resource centres, with

new specialized production and capabilities. The resources (e.g. timber, stones, ore)

can be extracted and combined to construct vehicles (carts, trains and ships), facilities

(e.g. sawmill, coalstack, ironworks), and housing in different locations. Plan quality

is judged by a linear combination of labour use, pollution creation and resource con-

sumption. Differently from the previous two case studies, this domain has numeric

properties which naturally increase the complexity of the planning problem. More-

over, this benchmark domain has only 20 problem instances; however, since one of

the instances is trivially unsolvable (p08), we considered the remaining 19 problem

instances in this case study.

The design set for this domain is composed by three problem instances with differ-

ent numbers of elements and difficulty levels. In the first instance (p02), five locations

are available and some of them require houses and sawmills to be built using the avail-

able resources. In the second (p05), houses, sawmills and coalstacks must be built

in some of the six locations available. The third instance (p20) has eight locations in

which several facilities, houses and rails must be built.

Based on the domain description from IPC, the quality metrics specified for this

domain are the labour use, pollution creation and resource use. The weights used in

the experiment followed the same values found in the PDDL version of the problems

instance. Since this domain involves numeric properties, we selected those planners

from the previous case studies that can handle such characteristic. Thus, we selected

SGPlan5, LPG-td, SGPlan6, and Metric-FF to solve the problem instances in this do-
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main.

During the first post-design iteration, the generated plans for the design set were

analyzed in the virtual prototype platform. Figure 4.3 shows the simulation of the first

problem instance from the design set.

Figure 4.3: Virtual prototype and simulation of the Settlers domain. Five locations
with different resources and capabilities

The main observations raised while analyzing the plans provided by planners were:

• In some solutions, carts delivered resources (such as timber, stone, wood and

coal) at locations that were able to produce them easily. As an example, timber

was delivered in a woodland location. Another example would be the coal being

unloaded by a cart at a location that has a coalstack already.

• Some of the plans included unnecessary move actions. In particular, carts per-

form a round trip (from p1 to p2 and then p2 to p1) without loading or unloading

any resource.

• Some solutions contained unnecessary load and unload actions. In this case we

observed carts that unloaded a particular resource right after loading it.

Firstly, we focused on the fact that basic resources where being delivered in loca-

tion that could produce them. In order to constrain that situation, a simple modification

in the precondition of the action unload was made. This modification aim to ensure

the following: timber can only be unloaded at locations that are not woodlands; stone

can only be unloaded at locations that do not have mountains; wood can only be un-

loaded at locations that do not have sawmills; and, finally, coal can only be unloaded
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at locations that do not have coalstack. In PDDL terms, The adjusted version of the

unload operator has the following additional precondition: (imply (= ?r timber) (not

(woodland ?p))) (imply (= ?r stone) (not (mountain ?p))) (imply (= ?r wood) (not (has-

Sawmill ?p))) (imply (= ?r coal) (not (hasCoalStack ?p))). We call this modification

A.

During the second iteration of simulation with adjustment A, the following obser-

vations were acquired:

• basic resources were no longer being improperly delivered.

• Some of the plans still contained unnecessary move actions, including the round

trip performed by carts.

• The unneeded load-unload of the same resource still occur in some solutions.

In the second re-modeling iteration, we focused on constraining the round trips

executed by carts and the load-unload cycle. Concering the round trips, the approach

taken for this issue was to make the vehicle cart memorize the last location where

it performed a load or unload action. In order to do so, two new predicates were

specified: (lastPlaceWorked ?v - Vehicle ?p - Place) for holding the previous place

that the vehicle worked; and (worked ?v - Vehicle) for identifying whether the vehicle

performed any load or unload action. In addition to the new predicates, a new action,

called movecart2 , was inserted in the model to encompass every possible situation of

the cart while leaving a location. The two new predicates where used in the actions

load, unload, movecart, andmovecart2. In order to identify that the cart worked in a

place, (worked ?v) was added to the post-condition of load and unload. Concerning the

actions for moving around, a cart has two options: either use movecart or movecart2

(both with the following parameters: ?v - Vehicle ?p1 - Place ?p2 - Place lastp - Place).

In the movecart operator we extended the original precondition in such a way that the

cart must have worked in the current place to move on to another location, i.e., we

added (worked ?v) (lastPlaceWorked ?lasp) to the precondition. On the post-condition,

we added (lastPlaceWorked ?p2) (not (lastPlaceWorked ?lasp)) (not (worked ?v)) in

order to store the last location and clear the previous worked status. In the movecart2

operator, the cart can move in the cases which it did not worked at the location where

it is at (p1); however, the cart can not go to the same place it worked before (not (=

?lastp ?p2)). The PDDL representation of movecart2 is as follows:

(:action moveCart2

:parameters (?v - Vehicle ?p1 - Place
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?p2 - Place ?lastp - Place)

:precondition

(and

(isCart ?v)

(connectedByLand ?p1 ?p2)

(isAt ?v ?p1)

(lastPlaceWorked ?v ?lastp)

(not (= ?lastp ?p2))

(not (worked ?v)))

:effect

(and

(isAt ?v ?p2)

(increase (labour) 2)

(not (isAt ?v ?p1)))

)

Concerning the load-unload issue, we modified the operators load and unload so

that the unload has to be always performed before loading any resource. In order to

do that, we added a new predicate (loading ?v -Vehicle) to the model as well. This

predicate (loading ?v) was inserted to the post-condition of the operator load which

allow the identification of when a vehicle starts to load resources. We also added (not

(loading ?v)) to the precondition of the operator unload to make sure that after loading

the cart cannot unload; instead, the cart is able to unload any resource and then load

another one. It is important to note that these modifications that try to avoid move

and load-unload loops are just one approach to attempt to tackle these issues. More

elaborate re-modeling could be performed. We call this set of modifications B.

The combination of the refinements A and B generated the model AB. Note again

that A, B and AB do not require modification of the problem instances, even with the

new predicates in B.

By analyzing the model AB in the post-design framework we realized that the

load-unload cycle was eliminated as well as most of unnecessary moves; however the

move loops were not fully constrained. Since the modification avoid carts going back

to location where load or unload was previously performed, it does not prevent, for

example, the cart making a round trip at locations p1 and p2 where nothing was done

neither at p1 nor at p2. This fact emphasizes that additional modification could be done

in the model in order to avoid such behavior; however we will not approach them in

this work.
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Table 4.5 shows the impact on run-time and solvability when running the selected

planners over the testing set (16 problem instances) with the original and the new

models. A and B are once again analyzed separately for a better view of individual

effects. The first aspect to be notice in this table is that, differently from the former

two case studies, the overall run-time increases with the modifications. We observed

that the modifications make planners reach the timeout more often. However, we also

encountered interesting speed-ups, but indeed not impressive. The maximum speed-

up ratios observed for a single problem instance were 13 with model A, 158 with

model B and 275 with model AB. The minimal ratios observed were 0.198 with model

A, 0.016 with model B, and 0.033 with model AB. Since the new models caused

planners to reach the timeout in many cases (specially for the bigger instances), we do

not have improvement on solvability; instead we have a decrement on the number of

problems solved with the new models. The lowest decrement happens in the mode A

with -12.1%. Table 4.5 shows clearly that some modifications such as B can make the

planning process harder, even constraining the problem solution.

Time (s) Problems Solved
Planners Original A B AB Planners Original A B AB
SGPlan5 10,759.84 11,435.44 14,284.18 12,721.29 SGPlan5 7 6 5 6
LPG-td 7,025.47 7,432.48 15,241.04 15,388.57 LPG-td 15 13 4 4

SGPlan6 11,123.07 11,592.31 14,631.77 13,166.06 SGPlan6 7 6 4 6
Metric-FF 14,495.49 14,480.27 14,651.36 14,411.86 Metric-FF 4 4 4 4

Speed-Up mean 1.23 7.91 16.73 Total 33 29 17 20
Speed-Up median 1.00 1.00 1.00 Improvement -12.1% -48.5% -39.4%

Table 4.5: Total time (including time-outs) required to solve all problem instances
and the solvability comparison for the Settlers domain models

Table 4.6 illustrates in which model each planner provides it best run time, plan

length and plan quality. For example, LPG-td provided the best plan lengths on 6

problem instances with the original model, 8 with model A, 1 with model B, and 1

with model AB. This table shows that better plans are found more often using the

refined model A. Note that in this study, data is different on plan length and plan

quality since the later considers weights to evaluate the cost of the plans. Concerning

the plan quality, we observed that the difference between the costs of plans found

for the original model and the modified ones increases as we move towards the harder

instances; the modified models show much better costs compared to the original model.

In this experiment, the captured rationales were based on the main observation

made during virtual prototyping, specially with the plans generated from the Original

model. In order to capture the undesirable behavior of delivering basic resources at

locations that were able to produce or extract them easily, we have formulated the

following rationale:
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Best Time Occurrence Best Plan Length Occurrence Best Plan Quality Occurrence
Planners Original A B AB Original A B AB Original A B AB
SGPlan5 3 3 1 2 2 5 1 2 4 5 3 4
LPG-td 5 10 0 0 6 8 1 1 7 10 2 2

SGPlan6 2 4 1 2 2 5 1 2 4 5 2 4
Metric-FF 0 1 2 1 2 4 0 0 4 4 2 2

Total 10 18 4 5 12 22 3 5 19 24 9 12

Table 4.6: Best time, plan length and plan quality comparison on the Settlers domain

rationale(rST 1).

∀p,o,s,v, l,res subactivity occurrence(o, p)∧occurrence o f (o,unload(v, l,res))∧
prior(s,o)∧ ((res = timber∧ f luento f (woodland(l),s))∨ (res = stone∧

f luent o f (mountain(l),s))∨ (res = wood∧ f luent o f (hassawmill(l),s))∨ (res =

coal∧ f luent o f (hascoalstack(l),s)))→ quality rationale o f (rST 1, p, jST 1).

∀p quality rationale o f (rST 1, p, jST 1)→ a f f ect plan quality(rST 1, p,decrease).

The condition of rST 1 identifies situations in which (1) timber is delivered to a

woodland location, or (2) stone is delivered to a mountainous locations, or (3) wood is

delivered in a location that has already a sawmill, or (4) coal is delivered in a location

that has a coal stack. In this case study, rationale rST 1 is considered to be domain-

dependent. The Prolog code of rST 1 is as follows:

rationale(rST1).

abstraction_level(rST1,domain-dependent).

quality_rationale_of(rST1,Plan,J) :-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ,Plan),

occurrence_of(Occ,unload(V,L,R)), prior(S,Occ),

( (R = timber, fluent_of(woodland(L),S));

(R = stone, fluent_of(mountain(L),S));

(R = wood, fluent_of(hassawmill(L),S));

(R = coal, fluent_of(hascoalstack(L),S)) ),

J = [‘Vehicle ’,V,‘ leaves ’,R,‘ at location ’,L,

‘ which can easily produce ’,R].

affect_plan_quality(rST1,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rST1,Plan,J).

As observed throughout the design iteration, the load-unload loop performed by

vehicles in some of the solutions (especially carts) resulted in the unsatisfactory use

of resources and consequently a drop in plan quality. The plan evaluation rationale

referring to this unsatisfactory scenarios is described below.
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rationale(rST 2).

∀p,o1,o2,a,v, l,res subactivity occurrence(o1, p)∧ subactivity occurrence(o2, p)∧
next subocc(o1,o2,a)∧occurrence o f (o1, load(v, l,res))∧

occurrence o f (o2,unload(v, l,res))→ quality rationale o f (rST 2, p, jST 2).

∀p quality rationale o f (rST 2, p, jST 2)→ a f f ect plan quality(rST 2, p,decrease).

The condition of rationale rST 2 refers to the existence of any sequential load-

unload of a particular resource. In fact, that can be considered a domain-independent

rationale since involve a common sense unwanted behavior. For example, it can be

applied to and reused in several logistic domains. The code for rationale rST 2 is as

follows:

rationale(rST2).

abstraction_level(rST2,domain-independent).

quality_rationale_of(rST2,Plan,J) :-

subactivity_occurrence(Occ1,Plan),

subactivity_occurrence(Occ2,Plan),

next_subocc(Occ1,Occ2,_),

occurrence_of(Occ1,load(V,L,R)),

occurrence_of(Occ2,unload(V,L,R)),

J = [‘Load-unload loop performed by ’,V,‘ at ’,L,

‘ with resource ’,R].

affect_plan_quality(rST1,Plan,decrease):-

quality_rationale_of(rST1,Plan,J).

In this experiment, we have focused on the two above observations. Rationales

referring to unnecessary movements were discussed in previous case studies. For ex-

ample, the rationale sGD5 from the Gold Miner domain could be extended to properly

handle multi-vehicle domains such as the Settlers domain. However, we leave the pro-

gressive extensions, improvements and generalizations of the discussed rationales for

future work.

4.6 Discussion

In this section we present some of the main discussions raised by the case studies.
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4.6.1 Knowledge Acquisition

The case studies presented above demonstrate that even in benchmark domains missing

requirements and modeling issues emerge in the post-design analysis. In real planning

applications, we expect such gaps to be very common due to the difficulties of obtain-

ing the necessary knowledge and requirements. The knowledge acquisition process in

real-world applications is not the pure collection of already existing requirements dur-

ing the beginning an application design (STUDER; BENJAMINS; FENSEL, 1998).

Tacit knowledge and hidden and unknown requirements must be discovered and con-

sidered. Therefore, knowledge must be built up and structured during an iterative de-

sign process, especially during the initial phases and after design. Domain modeling is

an iterative process in which new observations may lead to a refinement of the already

built-up model (STUDER; BENJAMINS; FENSEL, 1998), even over time; moreover,

the model itself may guide the further acquisition of knowledge.

In this work, both the KE tool and the 3D simulation environment have an im-

portant role in the discovery of missing requirements and the refinement cycle. The

use of virtual prototyping, in particular, has shown to be a powerful technique on plan

validation and new requirements identification as opposed to looking at plan traces.

Visual and sound effects can give experts and non-experts a clear view of the domain

model as well as the planning strategy. The KE tool was also essential in the process,

especially in the re-modeling phases. A metric-focused analysis, using for example the

plan report and evaluation summary, helps the designer to determine the subset of high

quality solutions as well as the proper set of quality criteria.

Another important factor on discovering a lack of knowledge in the model and

hidden requirements is the presence of different levels of quality over the analyzed

plans. The identification of bad plans, for example, proved to be a powerful guidance

on the re-modeling process. Bad plans not only raise the need for new constraints on

the model, but also help designers to capture user’s feedback and preferences. In our

case studies, the generation of distinct plan qualities was enhanced by using a variety

of planners. Since the lack of knowledge in the model can impact differently on the

planners, their different responses also contribute to the identification of model issues.

After the adjustment process these different responses are narrowed as many of the

plans converge to the same solution over different planners.

We observed that planners can be very sensitive to the presence or absence of

specific knowledge in the model. As an example, in the Gold Miner domain, the

adjustment cycle made some of the planners perform impressively better; nevertheless,

in the Storage domain, the addition of knowledge negatively affected the planners’
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internal heuristics. In fact, adding missing constraints not necessarily implies in faster

responses from the planners; however, even with a higher run-time we are moving

toward better plans. These facts suggest that IPC results could be different if such

issues were considered.

4.6.2 Modeling and Planning

The case studies showed that the planning performance indeed improved with a post-

design analysis. We achieved speed-ups through a careful plan analysis and re-modeling

process, without changing or adjusting planners. In some cases we have added obvious

knowledge to the model, from a human perspective; however, its explicit representa-

tion facilitates the search process of the planners. This evidence reinforces that both

aspects, model and planner, must be carefully designed and refined. A sole emphasis

on improving planners, neglecting observations and feedback from the design process

itself, can de facto prevent or constrain planning use in real applications.

We believe that our results represent a challenge for practical planning research.

The central justification for building general-purpose planners is that domain experts

cannot be expected to also be planning experts. Domain experts should be able to

concentrate on modeling the domain, treating the solver as a black-box. In practice,

therefore, the only options available to a domain expert are domain and problem re-

modeling. The use of planning technology by someone who is not a planning expert

therefore depends entirely on the extent to which domains can be modeled (and re-

modeled) to allow planning algorithms to achieve satisfactory performance. Yet, we

know very little about how domain modifications affect planning algorithms and we

can provide little advice to domain experts (without becoming domain experts our-

selves) on what changes are likely to be positive.3 Tools, such as the one presented

here, to allow domain experts to investigate changes and planning experts to begin to

develop an understanding of the impact of changes on their algorithms are therefore

critical.

There is a fundamental mismatch between the target domains of the postDAM

framework (i.e., real-world planning applications) and the case studies using IPC do-

mains. A true test of our tool should be in the form of a case study with a real problem

(e.g., (CESTA et al., 2008; JÓNSSON, 2009; VAQUERO et al., 2009)). However,

such case studies are not reproducible and often rely for success on external factors:

significant interest from the client, success of other parts of the mission (e.g., landing

3We believe that the fact that the planners used in our experiments all tended to improve their per-
formance is an indication that such advice may exist.
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on Mars), and larger economic forces. System building research is extremely valuable

but sometimes inaccessible and difficult to generalize. Research in AI planning has

shifted toward a more empirical style since the beginning of the IPC, where research

innovations can be reproduced and directly compared. This style, too, has substan-

tial benefits as can be observed from the gains in solver performance. The design

of our case studies was an attempt to bridge the gap between “real” applications and

“academic” benchmarks and to encourage further research on modeling in planning.

We have shown that even in benchmark domains that, by definition, do not include a

wealth of unrepresented knowledge, it is still possible to substantially increase solver

performance by domain re-modeling.

4.6.3 Rationales Acquisition

The approach proposed for acquiring plan evaluation rationales have shown to be fea-

sible within an ontological foundation. The case studies indicate that these rationales

can be a powerful source of essential knowledge such as user preferences. The reuse of

past evaluation experience gives an important starting point in any analysis of a newly

generated plan. Such reuse not only supports the knowledge acquisition process but

also the decision process on already built applications. In the later case, rationales can

be applied to identify the trade-offs of plans selected for execution, knowing before-

hand their advantages and disadvantages.

The case studies have also shown that rationales can evolve during design and

over time. As designer gets familiar with the observations and users’ intention, the

representation of the collected rationales become more accurate, encompassing the

exact envisaged situations. Therefore, rationales have their own maturity process in

the design cycle.

Although we have not implemented the cross-project reuse of rationales in this

work, it is possible to infer from the case studies some examples about what could be

enhanced in planning design patterns. In the Gold Miner domain experiment for in-

stance, the rationale related to the undesirable movement loops is a potential candidate

for being attached to design patterns such as the transportation described in (LONG;

FOX, 2000). The rationale referring to the load-unload loop encountered in the Settlers

domain would also be a candidate for enhancing such transportation pattern. In fact,

not only the rationale can be reused in the design patterns but also the modifications

made in the models, for example, the approach taken to eliminated the drop-lift loop in

the Storage domain could be made available in design patterns such as transportation

or construction (CLARK, 2001). Moreover, metrics utilized in the experiments could
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enhance the design patterns; some of them can be used in a number of planning ap-

plications such as the travel distance (a common quality measure in transportation and

navigation benchmark domains).

We believe that the matching process between past evaluations and design pat-

terns can speed up the design process itself, improve quality, reduce cost, and decrease

problem fixing issues in real planning applications.

4.6.4 Knowledge Extraction

The automatic knowledge extraction approach described in Chapter 3 is one example

of mechanisms that can be used to evaluations and that can anticipate and speed up

hidden requirements discovery. extraction. When analyzing the experiments done in

the current chapter under the light of the proposed method for discovering missing

precondition, we can infer that it could bring interesting results. Some of the model

modifications made in the three case studies can be captured with a missing precondi-

tion analysis. In the Gold Miner example, the predicate clear(y) would be identified as

a negative missing precondition of activity firelaser since it appears only in the set of

non-precondition facts of bad plans. In the Settlers domain, improperly delivery of ba-

sic resources would also be detected. The approach would recognize a set of negative

predicates as precondition for the activity unload, which in this case would be wood-

land(l) (when delivering timber), mountain(l) (when delivering stone), hassawmill(l)

(when delivering wood), and finally hascoalstack(l) (when delivering coal). The pure

addition of these predicates (in the negative form) to the activity’s list of preconditions

is not feasible in this example; therefore, designers must considered the cases in which

they occur (e.g. conditional precondition).

Since we have observed that adding key missing preconditions to the domain spec-

ification can improve planning performance, we believe that a deep investigation of

methods for discovering them would be very beneficial to the planning community

and to the real development process of planning applications.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Contributions

The major contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

• We provided an overview of the existing knowledge engineering tools for plan-

ning under the light of the phases of a hypothetical design process for real ap-

plications. Such hypothetical process is itself a starting point for organizing and

locating the role KE in planning research.

• We have developed a structured framework to support post-design analysis for

planning. Such framework integrates knowledge engineering tools, virtual pro-

totyping environments, database technologies, and ontological reasoning sys-

tems to enrich domain models and consequently achieve high-quality planning

system. To our knowledge, this is the first work on this direction.

• We have designed an acquisition process to evaluate rationales in planning appli-

cations. In such acquisition process we have developed a vocabulary for repre-

senting and reusing a structured form of rationales, called plan evaluation ratio-

nales. This knowledge comes specifically from plan evaluation, and had never

been explored, as far as the author known.

• We have performed three case studies that demonstrate that improvements in

plan quality, an increase in solvability and a reduction of planning time of up to

three orders of magnitude can be achieved through a careful post-design process.

These case studies also illustrate that observations and rationales raised during

plan evaluations are valuable information to be considered and re-used. The

target for these reuse could be either a particular domain or a generic set of

domains.

• We have provided experimental evidences that post-design analysis is shown to

be useful for designing real planning applications, Specifically, evidences show

that post-design analysis is essential for (1) acquiring hidden requirements, (2)
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improving the quality of plans generated by automated planning, and (3) reusing

knowledge and rationales.

Other contributions of this work are the following:

• The creation of a general virtual prototyping system for planning applications.

Experiments showed that such system facilitates model communication and in-

consistency detection.

• The extension of the itSIMPLE tool for supporting metric representation, plan

evaluation, and rationale acquisition.

• The empirical demonstration that not only planners must be tunned and refined

in order to reach high-performance and high-quality plans (as traditionally done

in planning community), but also good domain models.

5.2 Future Work

Throughout this dissertation we have briefly commented on aspects of the research

that remain for future work. In this section, we reinforce the perspectives of research

suggested by and emerged from the work in this dissertation.

5.2.1 Identifying sources of plan issues

In this work, we have described how flaws and inconsistencies in the plan can be

detected with plan simulation. However, the identification of the source of the issue is

left for the designer; they are supposed to investigate and discovery whether the source

of the detected issues are in the model or in the planner that generated the plan. As

we seen in our experiments some of the plan issues can be associated to the lack of

knowledge in the model (e.g. in the Gold Miner case study). The experiments also

showed that planners can generate invalid or flawed plans even with a model that has a

good definition and representation. In many real and complex applications, detecting

the source of these mistaken behaviors is not trivial, and could be very time consuming.

Therefore, assisting the identification of where the flaws might be coming from in the

design process would be very valuable, especially in real planning applications. Such

identification is an essential part of the plan analysis (e.g., in the shot-term layer of the

postDAM) and therefore deserves a deep study and investigation.
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5.2.2 New approaches for knowledge extraction

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Plan Analysis Database is a rich source of knowledge

about models, plans and their respective evaluations. We can indeed explore the eval-

uation experiences and data contained in the database to discover a series of potential

missing and hidden requirements. We have introduced an approach for extracting miss-

ing preconditions and effects; however, this might be one of several type of knowledge

that can be extracted from such rich information. The extraction of other important

domain knowledge is very promising such as landmarks, strategies, heuristics, prefer-

ences, macro operators and new metrics (parameters that influence the quality of plans

but not explicitly declared). As future work, new algorithms and AI techniques (e.g.,

machine learning) can be designed for such purpose. The study of the impact of these

extracted knowledge and their impact on are extremely valuable research effort.

5.2.3 Mapping model characteristics and planning performance

We have seen in this thesis that certain model modifications impact directly in the

planning performance. However we have not investigate in depth what kind of modifi-

cations and model elements provides an increase or a drop in plan quality and planner

performance. Our work indicates that such correlations exists. For example, adding

certain types of preconditions make planners faster, whereas some modifications ap-

proaches to avoid loop might make run-time drop in some planners. An important fu-

ture work would be the mapping of model features and their respective impact in plan-

ning performance, independently of the planning technique. The work (MCCLUSKEY

et al., 2003) suggests the investigation of the mapping between planning techniques

and domain models to helps designers to chose the right planner, whereas here we

refer to the matching of particular model modifications to their respective impact in

the planning process. Both investigations are important for creating reliable planning

applications.

5.2.4 Analysis of cross-project reusable model components

In this work we did not provide a careful study and implementation of the cross-project

re-use analysis, the third layer of the postDAM framework. We consider such analysis

a fundamental step in the research on KE for planning. As presented in Chapter 3, two

of the main components of the cross-project analysis are the Plan Analysis Database

and the Design Pattern Database for planning. Unfortunately, planning literature does

not provide a large set of design patterns; the existing ones refer to classical plan-
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ning domains and do not consider recent advances in the field. It is indeed possible

to investigate the re-use of model components (e.g., constraints, preferences, metric,

rationales) using the existing design patterns as a prof of concept, but that would not be

directly applicable in real scenarios. Therefore, both design patterns and cross-project

re-use must be deeper studied and explored for supporting the design process. Fur-

thermore, research in this direction should not only investigate the proper structure of

design patterns for planning (including their levels of abstractions) but also evaluate the

impact of the use of patterns in the design process (regarding time, cost and resource).

5.2.5 Time-based models

In this thesis we have not considered planning problems involving time, a common

characteristic in real applications. An important future work is to include the time as-

pect in the post-design analysis. Time is also a fundamental measure of quality to be

evaluated in the three layers of the framework. As a natural evolution of the postDAM,

time-based model would provide a interesting challenge for virtual prototyping, evalu-

ation rationale acquisition, and for reasoning about time in rationales re-use. The PSL

ontology has currently some support for time-based model; however its use in schedule

representation must be better investigated to understand the limitations (e.g., PSL does

not support continuous time).

5.3 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have described a post-design framework that integrates a number of

tools to assist the discovery of missing requirements, to support evaluation rationale

acquisition and re-use, and to guide the model refinement cycle. We have demon-

strated that following a careful post-design analysis, we can improve not only plan

quality but also solvability and planner speed. The modifications made through the

observations acquired during post-design resulted in impressive speed-up of state-of-

the-art planners. We also demonstrated that evaluation rationales from users can be

useful and reusable in further plan evaluations and in other planning domains. In a

real planning application, the analysis process that follows design becomes essential

for having the necessary knowledge represented in the model. Post-design analysis is

critical for deployment of planning technology in real-world applications.
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